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Benton is
Beaten by
Lone Oak
The Benton Indians lost their
first basketball game of the sea-
son Tuesday night in an excit-
ing see-saw battle with Lone
Oak. The score was 50 to 49.
Benton had won 16 straight
games before bowing to Lone
Oak.
The loss was all right with
Benton fans, most of whom
were hoping Benton would lose
a game or two before the dis-
trict tournament.
Benton led 16 to 13 in the
first quarter, 28 to 26 at the
half and 41 to 38 in the third
quarter. As the fourth period
opened, Gemmel sunk a field
shot for Benton and put the
score 43 to 38.
Lone Oak's Jamie Colson hit
two foul shots and matched Don
Jackson's field shot to put the
score at 45-42 with five min-
utes to play. CoLson added two
more foul shots and the score
was 54-44, and sank another
pair of foul shots to put Lone
Oak ahead 46-45.
Jackson added two foul shots
tor Benton, but Colson tossed in
a field goal and the score was
48-47. Gordon Kinsey sank two
foul shots for Lone Oak and the
score was 50 to 47 with 25 sec-
onds left in the game. Bear
Stone tossed in a rebound shot
as the game ended.
Colson scored 31 of Lone
Oak's points. Stone scored 16
for Benton, Gemmel 12, Jackson
9, Dailey 8 and Peck 4.
Last Saturday night, the Ben-
ton Indians defeated highly-rat-
ed Caverna High School 64 to
44 at the Benton gym. Caverna
is a consolidated school near
Horse Cave.
Benton led 14 to 10 in the first
quarter, 30 to 15 in the second
and 47 to 32 in the third. Gem-
mel and Stone each scored 16
points to tie for top honors.
North Marshall beat IVingo 35
to 78 last week. Ford got 25
points for the Jets, Hall 23 and
Story 19.
The South Marshall Rebels
had an off night and were de-
feated by low-rated Trigg Coun-
ty 67 to 64. Miller was high for
the Rebels with 19 points, But-
ler got 15 and Harold Wilkins
only 14.
Benton High School's cage
team will play Shawnee in the
opening round of the Louisville
Invitational Tournament. The
game will be played at 2:30 p in.
on January 31.
The tournament runs from the
31st through Feb. 2. Semi-finals
and finals in the tourney will be
held Saturday, Feb. 31.
Mrs. Sarah Thweatt
Dies at Residence
Here at Age of 77
Mrs. Sarah M. Thweatt, 77,
died Sunday at her home on Ma-
ple Street in Benton. She was a
member of the Pentecostal
Church.
Funeral services were held
Monday afternoon at Collier and
Peak Funeral Horne with the
Revs. Frank Chandler and Lloyd
Wilson officiating. Burial was in
the Thweatt ,Cemetery.
Mrs. Thweatt ismiurvived by
two step-sons, Ile y of Paducah
Route 3 and Buck of Hickory Rt.
2; three sisters, Mrs. Burd Dar-
nell of Hardin, Mrs. Henry
Blagg of Route 3 and Mrs. Guy
Darnell of Route 2; and one bro-
ther, John Thweatt of Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Norwood
of Hardin Route 1 were shoppei sin town Wednesday.
BARBARA KAYE WILSON
Home Economic Winner
NELSON McCALL
Chamaiosa ia Agriculture -`
Champions
Named in
4-H Work
A junior at Eminence High
School and a 1955 graduate of
Clark County High School have
been chosen champions in the
State 4-H Club Achievement
Contest in Home Economics and
Agriculture.
Miss Barbara Kaye Wilson, 13
years old, of Eminence, is the
home economics winner. Nelson
McCall, 21, of Route 7, Lexing-
ton, excelled in the agriculture
division. Both will receive $60 a-
wards.
Champions and runners-up
were announced last week by
Barry Bingham, president of
The Courier-Journal.
Second prizes of $40 each will
go to Miss Mary Estell Arvin.
19, of LaGrange, and Clyde C.
Allen, Jr., 20, of Route 2, Lex-
ington.
Placing third are Miss Jean
Hartman, 17, Route 6. Louis-
ville and Billy Bob Sprague, 17,
of Leitchfield. Each will be a-
warded $30. Fourth place win-
ners of $25 are Miss Mae .11
Iledgecock, 19, of Route 1,
Brooksville, and James Williame,
17, of Smiths Grove.
All winners and their parents
will be guests of honor at the
annual Farm Awards Luncheon
in Louisville, Saturday, Feb. 16.
where they will meet with
champions in four other farm-
incentive programs sponsored oy
the newspapers and radio-tele-
vision station.
MORE CANDIDATES FILE
Several more candidates filed
last week their official declarn-
tion papers as candidates for
county offices.
J. Marsnall Green filed for
sheriff; Roy Lovett and John
Rayburn for District I: magis-
trate; Jim Allen Rudd, H. B.
Edwards and Ross Griffth forjailer; Artelle Haltom for coun-
ty judge, and Milburn Jones for
tax commissioner
Sale of Blue Crutches
To be Held Saturday
The annual Blue Crutch sale
to raise funds for the March of
Dimes will be held in Benton
next Saturday, Jan. 26.
The sale of the tiny blue plas-
tic crutches will be conducte 1
this year by members of Teen
Town, the new Benton organiza-
tion for teen-age boys and girls
Decision to obtain the help ot
the teen-agers was made at a
meeting of Teen Town officers
and Reed. Conder, chairman ot
the March of Dimes drive 'n
Marshall County.
Teen Town officers felt that
the youngsters needed a worth-
v:hile community project and
March of Dimes officials needed
the youngsters to sell the blue
crutches, so the two groups got
together.
The teen-agers will make a
house to house canvas of Ben-
ton Saturday in the effort to
raise funds to help Polio vic-
tims. The youngsters not only
will sell the tiny blue crutches
but also will pick up any con-
tributions that have not been
mailed in answer to the March
of Dimes letter campaign.
Youngsters also will sell the
crutches on the Court Square.
Mr. Conder urees everyone to
contribute as liberally as possi-ble to the drive to aid polio
victims.
Stabbing
Case Jury
Deadlocked
A jury in Marshall Circuit
Court failed to reach agree-
ment this week in the case of
Mr. and Mrs. Freak Adkins of
Benton, charged .4;i4tolis cutting,
stabbing and striki with in-
tent to kill.
The trial grew out of an al-
tercation, between the Adkinses
and Robert Hendrickson, a
truck driver. The Adkinses op -
crate a filling station below the
railroad tracks.
The jury deliberated the Case
one hour and 37 minutes. The
case will be tried again at the
March term of court.
The trial consumed all 6!
Monday and all of Tuesday
morning.
Hugh Edwards, charged with
passing "cold" checks, was de-
clared insane and committed to
Western State Hospital at Hop-
kinsville. Edwards threw water
glases at officers when they
went to the jail to take him to
the asylum.
Edwards was under parole as
a result of a fatal automobile
accident a couple of years ago.
Mydrell Henson, charged with
grand larceny, received a two-
year suspended sentence.
Glen Cope, charged with non-
support of his children, was
placed under probation.
In a civil case, Hill Lovett was
awarded $500 damages from Ro-
bert Lee Beech, as the result of
an automobile accident.
The case of Hugh Crick, charg-
ed with conversion of property,
was settled out of court.
Charles Rothschold, a former
Cairo policeman, was freed by a
jury on a charge of grand tar'
ceny. He was accused of steal-
ing an outboard motor, boat and
trailer.
Rothschild contende d h e
bought the merchandise. He was
represented by Attorneys David
Reed and Marvin Prince.
A Cairo justice of the peace
was charged with perjury as a
result of his testimony during
the trial.
Bakery is Sold to
Grand Rivers Man;
Opening Due Soon
Sam Robertson of Grand Riv-
ers has purchased the Benton
Bakery and will begin operation
of the new business within a
week or so.
Mr. Robertson, who operates a
bakery at Grand Rivers, bought
the local business from John
Myatt of Symsonia.
The firm is located in one of
Mrs. Fred Filbeek's buildings on
Poplar Street and is next door
to the Benton Cleaners.
Mr. Myatt installed the ma-
chinery, remodeled the place and
was ready to open the business
when his heatlh failed. His phy-
sician advised him to sell the
business.
Honor Roll at
So, Marshall
Is Announced
The honor roll for the first
semester at South Marshall
High School was announced this
week by Reed Conder, principal.
By classes, the honor roll fol-
lows:
FRESHMEN - Joyce Evelyn
Hillen, Joe McNeely, Clara Ann
Smith, Taz Lynn Mason, Sharon
Ross, Bobby J. Pitt, Elwood
Brown Jr., Janice Kay Treas,
Jerry Sins, Brenda Mays, Joe D.
Watkins, Forrest Bloodworth.
Jerry Neil Cunningham, Joan
Brenda Tyree, Loman Brown,
Patsy Sins, Sara Lynne Ed-
wards and Shelia Faye York.
SOPHOMORES - Neal Cole,
Darrel Morgan, Joe B. Mathis,
Dorothy Wright, Reva Henson.
Sue Hiett, Joan Houser, Joe
Mason Anderson, Lovetta Mc-
Qulthey, Wanda West, Frances
Jones and Jerry 0. Savells.
JUNIORS- Mickey Mays, Jan"
Norsworthy, Judy Lee, Edna
Johnson, Marcia Ann Jones, Jer-
ry Lovett, Glenn Darnell, Laura
Ann Rose, Faye Edwards, Wy-
nema Smith and Wayne Green.
SENIORS-Morris Bell, Treva
Nell Groves, Shirley Bohannon
Mary Frances McNeely, Loretta
York, Harold Wilkins and Betty
Bussey.
The Benton Band Boosters
Club is sponsoring a band con-
cert by the Benton High School
Band two nights, Jan. 28 and 29
at the Benton Theatre in con-
nection with the show. The price
is 50 cents.
Mrs. Sid Peel of Route 6 was
t shopper in town Wednesday.
A sister of Mrs. Peel's, Mrs. Por-
ter. died in Louisville in Decem-
ber.
Harry Hurley Makes
Formal Announcement
TO MY FRIENDS AND VOTERe
OF MARSHALL COUNTY
I, Harry D. Hurley, request
that my friends and all voters
of Marshall County accept this
announcement as my official
entry in the Democratic Pri-
mary race for the Sheriff GI
Marshall County, to be held on
May p8th, 1957.
M people came to Marshall
Cou y when I was six months
old rid Marshall County has
been my home since that time,
except for one year.
I am the father of six chil-
dren, one daughter and five
County Bridge
Washed Away
By Heavy Rain
Heavy rain Tuesday night and
Wednesday amounted to be-
tween two and three inches over
Marshall County.
An old 36-foot bridge on the
road near the old Dr. Woodall
farm was washed completely
away. The school bus traveling
on the road has been re-routed
until the bridge can be rebuilt.
County Agent Homer Miller s
rain gauge showed rainfall mea-
sured a total of 3.65 inches. A1,1
in only two hours Tuesday. 1.85
inches of that amount fell.
Roads throughout the county
were damaged by the heavy rain.
The rain also filled creeks and
Clarks River bank full. The rain
was beneficial to grass crops.
Cleaning Plant
Is Leased To
Hardin Native
Talmadge Ross of Brookport
has leased the Benton Cleaners,
and took over operation of the
plant Wednesday.
William Eley, owner of the
plant, and his family left th's
week-end for California, where
Mr. Eley will be employed and
they will make their home.
Mr. Ross is 38 years old and
nas been in the cleaning bus:-
ness about 15 years. He has op-
erated a plant in Brookport re"
the past several years.
He is a native of Marshal
County, the son of the late Boss
Ross of Hardin. He is a brother
of Harold Ross, owner of the
Benton Studio.
Benton Games at
Louisville Will be
Carried by WCBL
Radio Station WCBL will car-
ry the results of the Louisville
Invitational Basketball Tourna-
ment on Jan. 31 at 2:15 p.m .
when Benton plays Shawnee.
If Benton is winner, another
broadcast of the second Benton
game will be carried Friday af-
ternoon, Feb. 1, and also Satur-
day morning at 11:15, Feb. 2.
If Benton should go to the
finals Saturday night, the game
will be tape recorded and played
back Sunday afternoon, Feb. 3.
PUBLICITY FOR BENTON
On Sunday, Jan. 27, at 10:20
a.m., Operation Fluoridation can
be heard on "Kentucky Calling,"
a weekly program carried by
more than 40 stations in Ken-
tucky.
eons. Two of me sons served in
World War 11, and one son is
now serving in Korea. Also, I
have two teenage sons in hien
school.
Having two teen-age boys in
high school I would like to state
to the parents of Marshall
County that I feel qualified to
understand the problems that
confront our teenagers and their
parents in these days, and it
will take the best efforts of us
all to keep our county free of thejuvenile deliquency problem that
is so much of a problem in the
larger cities of our country. I
would be in sympathy with and
cooperative toward any moves to
keep our county free of this
great problem and just'as much
against any move that would
contribute to the problem.
For the past 30 years I have
been doing business with the
public of Marshall County and
my work as an automobile sales-
man, a contractor, and a real
estate agent has required me to
meet and do business with and
cooperate with the pecole or
Marshall County, which is one
of the main functions of the
Sheriff's office which I feel
qualified to do.
For a good many y,ears now
Marshall County has been free
of major crimes, road houses.
Slot machines, and the undersir-
able features that go hand in
hand with such vices. I wish
to gc on record as beihg oppos -
ed to these vices or any that ares
allied with them and that I will
spend full time carrying out
the duties of the sheriffs office
to keep these things out of Mar-
shall County.
To keep undesirable vices and
ellements out of Marshall County,
it quite often means opposing
some pressure group from out-
side, ow county and so I wish to
commit myself to the voters of
Marshall County to the effect
that I will strongly oppose any
outside pressure groups or any
other pressure group, who may
be interested in any activities
which are not for the best in-
terest of the public of Marshall
County.
With these things in mind I
respectively ask your Vote on
May 28th 1957, and if elected
will give me your cooperation
in carrying out these pledges.
HARRY D. HURLEY
Candidate for Sheriff.
IPolitical Advertising.
County's Annual
Fair to be Held
Week of July 16
The Marshalll County Fair will
be held from July 16 through
July 20 this year, it was an-
nounced last week by Curt Phil-
Burglars
Hit Firm at
Calvert City
Burglars broke into the Term
Pthance Co. at Calvert City
Wednesday night, and tore up a$600 filing cabinet in their
search for money.
But their search was in vain.
All the funds of the finance
company had been deposited in
the Calvert Bank Wednesday af-
ternoon.
The burglars gained entrance
to the building by tearing oft
the front door with a crow bar
They also used the crow bar to
tear open the filing cabinet.
Sheriff Billy Watkins' office is
investigating the burglary.
Birmingham Folks
In Louisville Hold
Miniature Reunion
In a letter to friends here Mrs.
Lyda Travis tells of a minature
Birmingham reunion in Louis-
ville when Mrs. Grace Smith,
Mrs. Agnes Bohannon and Miss
Priscilla Hart spent Sunday with
her.
She says: "One would never
suspect that Birmingham is un-
der a hundred feet of water
.from our conversation. It is still
alive as it probably will be for
generations in the hearts of
those who loved it."
Mrs. Travis goes on to tell
what four former residents ot
Birmingham are doing in Louis-
ville. "I type in the office of
Marine Hospital. Grace is a
nurse on private duty on Tyler
Partway. Agnes is a nurse at ths
Eastern Star Home on Cherokee
Road, and Priscilla is still in the
Internal Revenue Department m
the Federal Building where she
has been working for 12 years.'
Mrs. Johnson
Dies at Age 75
Mrs. Effie Johnson, 75, of
Kirksey Route 2. died Wednes-
day. She was a member of the
Kirksey Church of Christ.
Fun/al services will be held
Friday at 2 p. in. at the Mt. Car-
mel Methodist Church in Callo-
way County with the Revs. Bob
Sims and Ernest Clevenger of-
ficiating.
Burial, by the Linn Funeral
Home, will be in the church
cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by
her husband, Charles W. John-
son; four daughters, Mrs. Beu-
lah Bourassa of Wyandotte.
Mich., Mrs. Addice Reed of Pon-
tiac, Mich., Mrs. Verrannah Vas-
her of Wyandotte, and Mrs. op-
helia Parker of Kirksey Route 2;
one 'son, Ray Johnson of Kirk-
sey; one brother, Ed Fulton of
Clarksville. Tenn., 14 grand-
children and 11 great-grand-
lips, president of the fair associ-
ation.
This is the earliest the fair has
been held in many years. For
several years, it was held the
first week in September so school
children could hold 'a parade
and have a School Day.
Last year, the fair was held
the third week in August.
The lair dates are being moved
up to July in order to get on a
circuit of fairs, which will bring
better events and entries to the
local fair.
The Paducah fair will be held
the second week in July this
year, and the Marshall County
Fair will follow the Paducan
fair. That will insure the local
fair of getting good harness
horses and other events from
the Paducah fair.
The Mayfield fair, it is rumor-
ed, will not be held this year on
account of financial difficulties.
With no fair in Mayfield, it be-
comes almost a necessity for the
Marshall County Fair to be held
as near the dates of the Padu-
cah fair as possible.
Fair officials already are mak-
ing plans to give the people of
Marshall County this year ano-
ther outstanding fair.
Jimmie Small
Is Heart Fund
Drive Leader
Appointment of James I.
Small, of Benton, as 1957 Heart
Fund chairman for Marshall
County has been announced by
Jackson D. Guerrant, Danville
attorney, state campaign chair-
man. Mr. Small plans an active
campaign in the county.
Kentucky's minimum goal in
the 1957 campaign, which ex-
tends throughout February, is$250,000. Guerrant announced
that most Kentucky counties
and many individual communi-
ties will bolster their campaigns
with special door-to - door
"Heart Sunday" collection by
volunteers on February 24.
The Kentucky Heart Associa-
tion, assisted by communty and
Iarea associations, promotes a
continuing campaign of lay and
professional heart education
through schools, P-TA's, in-
structional classes, club groups
and information media; con-
ducts regular clinics for indi-
gent heart patients, both chil-
dren and adults; maintains an
artery bank supplying Kentuck,
surgeons with human artery
grafts for diseased or damaged
sections; arranges heart opera-
tions for those unable to pay
for them; conducts heart semi-
nars for doctors, nurses and
other medical personnel; finan-
ces independent heart research
grants; sponsors a chair of heal t
research at the University ot
Louisville and helps in numerou54.
other ways. Guerrant pointed
out.
AT MURRAY HOSPITAL
The following Marshall Coun-
ty persons were admitted as
patients to Murray Hospital from
Jan. 11 to Jan. 21:
Mrs. Melvin Stevenson and
baby boy, Route 6.
Mrs. Curtis Darnell. Route 6
Mrs. Harley Elmer Maths,children. Benton.
Farm Bureau Picks Directors,
Hears Holland Bryan Speak
The Marshall County Farm
Bureau held its annual meeting
in Benton last Saturday.
Approximately 100 members
attended the meeting, elected 10
directors, heard three speeches,
and distributed seven door prizes.
The meeting was scheduled to
be held at the courthouse, but
court was in session and the
meeting had to be moved. It first
was planned to shift the gather-
ing to the Community Building,
but it finally was decided to
hold it in the chapel of the Fit-
beck-Cann Funeral Home.
The Farm Bureau thanks the
funeral home for the use of the
chapel.
Circuit Judge Holland G.
Bryan of Paducah, featured
speaker on the program, dis-
cussed "Strength in Organiza-
tion. He also discussed civil and
states rights and warned Farm
Bureau members to guard
against losing individual free-
Boone Hill, a past president
of the local Farm Bureau, dis-
cussed the outlook for air-cured
and dark-fired tobacco. Gener-
ally speaking, he said, the out-
look for these two types of to-bacco is not too good. He also
discussed the soil bank program
as it applies to tobacco.
County Agent Homer Miller
urged farmers to take advantage
of the extension service, to keeobetter records and to watch their
expenses more closely and to
pay more attention to marketing
crops.
Herbert Anderson reported for
a nominating committee com-
posed of himself, Will Henson
and Woodrow Hill. He said two
men had been nominated from
each precinct. The membershipthen voted on the nominations.
Elected as directors for two-
year terms were Raymond Pow-
ell, G. W. Lofton, C. L. Welke:
J. D. Beggs, Barnett Fiser, Har-
din Ross, E. T. Inman, Floyd
Southerland, Landon Tyree, and
Pat Brown.
Dorse Hill had asked that he
not be re-elected so Pat Brown
was chosen in his place
The membership also approved
a revision of the group's by-laws. Major change was an
amendment allowing only owt
vote per membership. Another
change requires that seven di-
rectors be present to transact
business for the organization.
Winners of door prizes were
Fr-'d Hunt, Marvin Courses', per-
ry Greenfield. S. T. Adair, Karen
Hamlet, Prank Greenfield and
Aubrey Washburn.
Raymond Powell presided atthe three-hour long meeting.
Directors held a short meet-ing after the general session anddecided to postpone the election
of officers until the next meet-ing, which will be Feb. 18.
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GO FIRST CLASS
With ‘w
New Shirt
Lautuir' Sytryiee
Particular men lore the im-
maculate whiteness and per-
fect ironing of shirts launder-
ed by ()wen's new service. Try
it one time and you'll be sat-
:slied oith nothing else.
.Shirts 20e Each
Same Day Service On Request
Main Plant:
10th St..
B'way to
Ky. Ave
Paducah Ky.
Downtown:
117 North
• 4th St.
Paducah,
When in Murray on Business or Pleasure . . .
Visit the "Day & Night" Cafe
NOTHING COULD BE FINER 
ThanOne of Our
Delicious, Juicy
STEAKS$100 to $175
For Goodness Sake
Be Sure to Try Our
.
COUNTRY HAM
iVe Think You'll Agree It
Couldn't Be Better
DAY & NIGHT CAFE
LIAIYD anti VELVA
Kentucky
Ky.
 4111‘111MMIMM
Field'," Country
SMOKUD
SAUSAGE
lb. 49c
1 he' Marshall (,ouri, , Benton, Kentucky I.anuary 24, 197
SHOP AT U—TOTE--EM i :.0") CENTER
I' ields' ISest
SLICED BACON lb. 55c
,, Ids' Best Pure Pork
SAUSAGE lb. 45c
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Fields Pure
CREAMERY
BUM
1-2 lb.3
Simple dish...
CHILI 1 lb. roll
Just heat
and serve CHILI
BlISIt'S
Field
3
CANNED GOODS SALI
DURING BUSH'S GREAT
Bushs' Great — No. 300 Can
NORTHERN BEANS
11 CANS $1.00
1.00 SAVING. EMT
Botha' No. 300 Can
PINTO BEANS
11 CANS $1.00
CHOPPED KRAUT
Bush's
BEANS
300 Size Can
1 1 for '1.00
303 Size Can
6 Cans $1 00•
Bush's Cut
GREEN BEANS
303 Size Can
7 Cans $1.00
Showboat Green and White
LIMA BEANS 8 Cans $1.00
SWIFT'S SPECIAL PACK - Home Made Taste
ICE CREAM PINT
(12' , Butterfat with Eggs)
25c
96 SIZE PINK
GRAPEFRUIT
EA. 5'
flush's Red
KIDNEY BEANS
Bu1t's Show 
PORK & t BEANS
-Bush's Showboat
BLACKEYE PEAS
HOMINY
Bush's Chopped
TURNIP GREENS
300'
11c1
3.1
lid
300S
1 1 CanS$1
No. 5
12 can's]
300 5
11 cans Si
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
2 LBS. 25c
- TOTE In EM FOOD CENTER
• Benton's Most Convenient Super Market •
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re Prevention Rules Set
Senior Womans Club of
Is a force for the better-
of their community. One
ir interests, and one in
they have actively parti-
, is a program for the re-
n of home accidents which
glad in the Lord; and
ice, ye righteous: and
t for joy, all ye that are
ght in heart.- (Psalm
1.)
'ving a righteous life, be-
filled with God's love and
which are ours for the
lug and accepting, is not
im, solemn, sour expe-
ce. It is the only real and
ng happiness, something
ladness and joy that is
ly, unselfish, eagerly
ed with others.
plague Marshall Countians, as
well as the nation as a whole.
Of the nearly 30,000 people
killed in homes each year, fire
is a second only to falls as the
cause of this needless slaughter.
In addition to the thousands
killed, countless other thousands
are maimed or disfigured for
life.
Mrs. Jess Collier, chairman of
the club's safety committee, of-
fers the following recommenda-
tions for the protection from
fire in the home due to smoking,
one of the worst offenders.
1. Keep plenty ash trays hanz
dy.
2. Always snuff out your ciga-
ret or cigar in an ash tray.
3. Never toss a lighted match
away.
4. When emptying ash trays,
make sure every cigaret is out.
5. Never strike a match in a
closet.
6. Inspect your living room for
lighted cigarets before going out
or going to bed.
7. Always keep matches out of
reach of children.
8. Never smoke in bed.
SCRAP WANTED
e pay the highest prices for Iron, Metal, Rags.
tteries and Hides. Conveniently located at
3400 Park Ave., Paducah, Ky.
Dial 5-9963
Johnson Iron-Metal Division
3
SAL
EVENT
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00
tve
300 Si
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 1 Cans
300 Si
/ 1 Cans
 $11
•
300 Si
11 CanS
 51J
No 30
12 Cans
 $1
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.00
Join
THE MICH
OF DEES
PADUCAH JUNIOR COLLEGE
Paducah, Ky.
DAY SCHOOL
January 26 to June 4
REGISTRATION
Beginning noon January 23 through noon January 26
In addition to many continuing courses, the following beginning
courses will be offered:
English Literature
English Composition
Analytic Geometry
Wrigonometry
Algebra 101
Algebra 102
Descriptive Geometry
Slide Rule
Differential Calculus
Quantitative Chemistry
Zoology
Advanced Physiology
Office Practice
Principles of Economics
Business Law
Filing
Business Organization
Psychology
Fundamentals of Elementary
Education
American History
Plays and Games
Drawing and Painting
Contemporary Dance
Swimming
Tentative Night Schedule - -
Spring 1957
January 26 to May 3, 1957
Intermediate Typing 104 (3), Section A
Intermediate Typing 104 (3), Section B
Accounting Principles 102 (4), Section A
Accouting Principles 102 (4), Section B
Business Organization 209 3)
English Composition 102 (3), Section A
English Composition 102 (3), Section B
English Composition 102 (3), Section C
Advanced Accounting 202 (3)
Integral Calculus 203 (4)
Intermediate Stenography 105B (3)
Algebra 102 (3)
Business Law 206X (4)
Speech 109X (4)
Trigonometry 103 (3)
Mon. & Thurs.
Mon. & Thurs.
Mon. & Thurs.
Mon. & Thurs.
Mon. & Thurs.
Mon. 8: Thurs.
Mon. & Thurs.
Tuesday
Monday
Mon. & Thurs.
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday
Analytic Chemistry - Hours to be arranged
Other courses may be offered if there is sufficient demand
A veteran may take a sufficient amount to receive full subsistence
REGISTRATION
Veterans
-Saturday, January 26-12:00 M. to 5:00 P.M.
Others-Monday, January 28,-5:30 P.M. to 7 P.M.
Registration Fees:
Out of City 7.50
City $5.00
Tuition-. .6.00 per semester hour
707 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
6:30-- 8:00
8:00-- 9:30
6:30-- 8:00
8:00-- 9:30
6:30-- 8:00
6:30-- 8.00
8:00-- 9:30
7:00-- 9:30
8:00-10:00
7:00-- 9:20
7:00-- 9:30
7:00-- 930
7:00-- 9:30
7:00-- 9:30
7:00-- 9:30
Telephone 5-51.88
$1,00
Mrs. Hallie Johnson
Is Surprised With
Birthday Dinner
Mrs. Hallie Johnson of Hardin
Route 1 was honored at a sur-
prise dinner on Sunday, Jan. 13.
The party was a birthday af-
fair.
The guests greeted Mrs. John-
son by singing "Happy Birth-
day."
The dining table was attrac-
tively decorated and loaded with
delicious food. The beautiful
birthday cake was decorated by
Mrs. Glenn Rudolph.
Among those attending the e-
sent and bringing gifts were:
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jones and
Martha and Michael, Mr. and
Mrs. Reed Jones and Janice,
Miss Norma Jean Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmus Rudolph, Me.
and Mrs. Edison Burkeen.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard John-
son and Edna and Wayne, Mr;.
Lillie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. James
Johnson and June, Gary and
Dianne, Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones
and Earl, Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
_lolland and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Rudolph and Pattie
and Jackie, Mary Lynn Johnson
and the honoree, Mrs. Bailie
Johnson.
HAROLD ARNOLD FINISHES
MARINE BASIC TRAINING
Harry R. Arnold, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert P. Arnold ot
Calvert City, has completed re-
cruit training at the _Marine
Corps Recruit Depot, Parris is-
land, S. C.
The 12-week training schedule
included drill, bayonet training,
physical conditioning, parades
and ceremonies, and other mill-
tau subjects.
Three weeks were spent on the
rifle range where the recruits
fired the M-1 rifle and received
Instruction in basic Marine in-
gantry weapons.
JANUARY SALE
January Sale? Yes, but at Oscar Nochlin Co. in Mayfield it's more than a white goods sale with teriffic values in white goods, but also greater, bigger values all through the store. For example we quote:
1•
•a.In our Ready-To-Wear
Department you Will find
such bargains as
ONE GROUP
LADIES COATS '14.88
Sizes 10 to 42
All this season's values to $29.75 go special in this
January Sale
Specially low prices to on all our better coats
Quick clearance at only
ONE SMALL GROUP OF
COATS & SUITS $5
Carried from last year, honest to goodness values up
to $19.75 go in this January Sale
LADIES HATS
Our entire stock of ladies' Winter Hats„ not many but
all chic and smart, including big head sizes,
arranged for quick clearance in two groups
at your choice each
and $1.99
LADIES DRESSESAll arranged in one group are a rack of new this
season's Dresses, quite a number that sold
for $6.95 go in this January sale at your
choice
Only 
1.99   
These are long and short sleeves and
sizes 12 to 20
and
One group of really beautiful Dresses ant. both tailored
and dressy styles, from leading New York manufac-
turers, sizes 9 to 20 and also the ever popular half
sizes in youthful styles, sizes 11 1-2 to 21 1-2 all go
at one price your choice
$6.88
For your extra savings 2 of these dresses at $12.95
1=7.
Men's All Wool Suits
including the popular charcoal, oxford gray
and light gray
Priced extra special at $20 75
,./•
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
On otti entire stock of men's and boys' Suburban Coats
Men's
 MATCHED SUITS
Men's Work Pants, gray and khaki 
Shirts to match at only
ONE SPECIAL GROUP
MEN'S SLACKS
To go in the January Sale
At Only $4.95
S2.93
 $1.98
•
•
0
Men's
 DRESS OXFO DSAll leather, black and brown
At just $4.95
Men's Kid Shoes and OxfOrds
Regular 59.95 Value
Goes special at $7.95
MEN'S WORK SHOES
All leather, well worth $5.00
Our price $3.98
Mens and Women's Coat Sweaters
Well worth $5.00, are on sale at
Only $2.98
SIZES 34 to 46
HOUSECOATS - DUSTERS-ROBES
For quick clearance, ladies' flannel Housecoats, these arrived
before Christmas, go In this January Sale
Special at your choice $1.99
Chenille Robes and Dusters, she 12 to 20
Go at your choice $3.98
just
SHOES
Ladies' Oxfords and Dress Shoes grouped as an extra special
item in this January Sale
at per pair only 
S
 1.98
•
CHILDREN'S COATS
One rack of Children's Coats, sizes 1 to 6, $6.95 values,
go in this sale
Special at $3.88
Wonderful values in our entire stock of
and junior coats
misses'
MEN'S SOX
•
Men's grey cotton work sox. Extra special at . . 25c
MEN'S WORK CLOTHES
The famous Washington, D. C. Overalls, go at the still low price of
$2.98
Buy these even for next fall as they are sure to go up
UNDERWEAR
Men's medium weight Union Suits, long sleeves and long legs
Sizes 36 to 46
At $1.98
RUBBER FOOTWEAR
We still have a complete line of rubber footwear. These too are sure to
be higher. Buy now and save
BOYS' WEAR
ne group of boys' Wool Sweaters, sizes
8 to 16 special $1.99
Boys' Flannel Shirts. A real buy at $1.19 or
• for $2.95
Boys' Corduroy Sport Coats special $3.o8
Boys' Dress Pants, gabardine and Pacific
flannels, sizes 6 to 16 
 
 special at $3.98
sr.)1, • ".0
You Want to Know the Value of a $See our $ table, you'll be amazed at how much your dollar will buy. Items,all good usable merchandise - blankets, sweaters, skirts, shoes,, blouses,plastic raincoats and many other items, just slightly soiled from handling,all arranged on one table for your choice and selection.
LADIES'
Don't fail to see the wonderful Form Fit Girdles and
'Bras. They really do that something for your form.
and
The Nationally Advertised very lovely and exquisite
Slips, Gowns and Jackets
3.77
46•••• 
Good part wool
BLANKETS $3.77double blankets, full bed size; plaids, a super
Values at $337
$7.95 BLANKETS $7.95Genuine all wool blankets, not many left, as long as these last will go
At 0 $7
n eft/
BUY NOW AT THIS SALE AND SAVEBuy always at Oscar Nochlin Co. In Mayfield, where friend meets friend
REMEMBER
OSCAR NOCHLIN CO.
38th Year at the Same Location Open Friday Night Ti! 8:30 Mayfield, Kentucky
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to.te who sitTrais os, ratty feminine
;hat •titt.e. working pose
. ....tie of Midwest',
fannsiis pi.stestatimal I
ADLAI STEVENSON 10 -0t .,ted pros-
kiential hopeful, in ultra-relaxed — and
timmarded—moment in his Libertyville
(III.) home.
I
GUEST OF U.S., Khun Vicharn Ratawini
(left) governor of North Thailand, in-
spects natural gas-operated machinery
used to power irrigation of rice fields in
Lower Neches Valley, Texas. Visitor's
aim is to improve Siam's basic crop.
LEST KENTUCKY MATTRESS MAN UFACTURING CO. PRESENTS ITS -
JANUARY Manufacturer's Clean-Up SaleFloor Samples - Odds and Ends -- Few of a Kind Items
eolotk
I )4,1
MATTRESSES
Calto-x tn. 39.95
$51)0 up
-‘y
# -
A de .0
a
-fx
'
I lot 4,f
Unite& nazi'
PADS
$1.00 up
reC."
SOFA
PILLOWS
2 for $1
kg t‘lis-ik
4or
ACA Fluffy
BED
PILLOWS
99c
SAVE up to $3o WHILE THEY LAST
HEALTH MATTRESS reg. 79'95 $4995
510 Coil Extra Firiss—Preanuritr I I nit 
--1,11prti‘vil by Chiroprac-
tor A.1.1)4100011.
HEALTH MATTRESS
Ii, ha. 
 
or 1Inir1 111111111Cr
Chiropractor All1104'Llt II III
PRINCESS MATTRESS
MIA  Firm-11.6th Halms.. I I...
"11, Liftlisror's Sporial
PRE BUILT MATTRESS
MAITRESS
thUON MATTRESS
reg. 96.95
„it_ ,,,1„.„,1•11 1.,
reg. 59.95 $2995
reg. 49.95 $2295
$195"
 
 reg. ..!9.5() 1 5s0
REDUCED ONE THIRD
1 It.
I 1$1, I i%Itt Het $230.00 .1‘ I66
Coutpkto sck
I t4t to Ittelic. ttrai, 1174.q3 $534'
1i4s4insom And idivity, I )riudically Reduced!
WEST KY. MATTRESS MFG. CO.
Iittutts Third
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8 SAVINO
FRESH HOME DRESSED
ENS lb.
REELFOOT TENDERIZED PICNICS
I \MIU 1)ujjuj lb.
Pt 11E PORI.74 
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oglcs,,pooelint,:aut
• 
c 2
cup 40% bran
Metzger.,
CHILI
LB. CUPS 49c
FRESH
COUNTRY
EGGS
3 Doz. $100
HANCOCK'S FOOD CENTER
COCA-
COLAS
WITH THIS CM I'l/N
6 Bottle
Cartons 29'
Expires Saturday Nite Jan. 26
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ROBIN
10 lb. BAG
st \SHINE
CRACKERS 28c PINK SALMONlb.
t1)101.1,
BISCUITS
Ftit)/1 \ SF tl.F.1) SNN
ORANGE JUICE
SEFDI ESS PINK
CRAPEFRUIT 
FRESH Ft ORID
ORANGES
10c
00,. t.
2 for 29c
% Site
each 5c
252 Size
dozen
(1101.0RO-S
BLEACH gallon
t 110t.Q1 ET .
SOAP bath size
mut. vot Nw:
FLUFFO
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39k
39t
99t
25 c
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1
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STOKELEY'S PINEAPPLE
JUICE 46 °z. Can
KINC. KARI.°
DOG FOOD 3 for
CHEF-BON- tR-DEE SI' SCHETTI tad
MEAT BALLS
SW SNSDOWN—White. Chocloate. Yaks:
CAKE MIX
GO1)CHAUX
SUGAR
2 for
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NOFRU 00D DEN 1LED
HAM can
MORTON HOUSE Cra.y &
BEEF
HANCOCK'S FOOD CENT!
. !1*.k1 IDCE
Kentucky, January 24, 19
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25 ° OFF  ENTIRE STOCK DURING JANUARY
HURRY TO CROWN FURNITURE
 COMPANY NORTH MAIN ST.
In the cold-cold-cold of the
Ile cakes with honey to St
lite. Give them a new andPt Ur PORK bran flakes to the batter
KES GRIDDLE CAKES
cup sifted flour
SAUS k teaspoons double-actingbaking powder
LB. 2 c
Iteaspoon salt
tablespoon sugar
egg, well beaten
9 ups milk
tablespoons melted short-
ening
cup 10';; bran flakes
flour once, measure, addMORRELL'S FilLaing powder, salt, and sugar,
I sift again. Combine egg and
Lk; add gradually to flour,BR
 AA
 I imc x:Ingnionngly Curuntsiln cesmooth.
real )41d1C1
...11,41nto mixture. Bake on hot
le. Serve with honey.
about 12 cakes.
: Instead of greasing the
, rub it with a little bag
before baking each batch
LB. 19c
15
!ALL CO
E1PPLE
6 Oz. Can 
I 0 lb. bag
VILE I)
Gravy & Sliced
LII
morning, there's nothing quite like
rengthen the spirit and please the
exciting twist by adding a cup ofas we've done here.
of cakes. This keeps cakes front
sticking. For salt bag, tie 2,1
cup salt in cheesecloth.
Something for the girls! A
modern 5
-piece plastic scale
model kitchen unit
-refrigera-
tor. dishwasher, range, drier
and washer-is nor available
in mix-or-match colors. 1;:akta4l:
are given on your Grape-Nuts
Flakes cereal box wrappet%
The Courier Classified Ads
Mrs. Hallie Johnson
Is SurPrised With
Birthday Dinner
Mrs. Bathe Johnson of Hardn
Route 1 was honored at a sur-
prise dinner on Sunday, Jan. 13.
'i he party was a birthday af-
fair.
The guests greeted Mrs. John-
son by singing "Happy Birth-
day."
The dining table was attrac-
tively decorated and loaded with
delicious food. The beautiful
birthday cake was decorated by
Mrs. Glenn Rudolph.
Among those attending the e -
ent and bringing gifts were:
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jones and
Martha and Michael. Mr. and
Mrs. Reed Jones and Janice,
Miss Norma Jean Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmus Rudolph, Mc.
and Mrs. Edison Burkeen.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard John-
On and Edna and Wayne, Mr.;.
Lillie JoneS, Mr. and Mrs. James
Johnson and June, Gary and
Dianne. Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones
and Earl, Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
_Iokland and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Rudolph and Pattie
and Jackie, Mary Lynn Johnson
and the honoree, Mrs. Bailie
Johnson.
FIME TO ACT
A New Year has started! And
a good resolution is to renew
your Courier on time. If the
numerals in the upper right cor-
ner of page one read 2-1-57, you
should renew now. Drop by our
office or mail your renewal.
THE MARSHALL COURIER
Published Thursday of each
week at 208 East 11th Street,
Wilton, Ky. Entered as second
class matter May 30, 1937, at
the postoffice at Benton, Ky
Under the Act of March 3, 189.
Subscription Rates - $1 per
year in Marshall County; $2 per
year in Jacksons Purchase and
and $3 per year outside of the
urchase and Kentucky.
Woodson Cross and Marshall
Nyaitt, Publishers.
13G
JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE
Hawkins Jewelry
25%
30%
40%
507,
On Watches, Silver, Diamonds, China, Crystal, Watchbands, Cuff
Links, Tie Bars, Billfolds, Electric Shavers, Jewelry, Milk Glass.
/5% 011 On All Washing Machines
nton
Hawkins Jewelry
1022 Main Street
Kentucky
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YOU CAN plainly see, the gorgeous new 1957
Buicks are /ow-low to match the sleek silhou-
of their modern sports-car styling-
Lower than any Buick in history-by as much as
nearly four inches - and, mind you, with more
Interior room and without sacrificing an inch in
road clearance.
But you'll soon learn that this sleek new lowness
does more than add beauty to the Buick look. It
brings new greatness to the Buick ride.
First time you twist 'round a corner or snake into
curve, you'll learn how this new Buick's new
lowness tames the turns. How it snugs the car to
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ALMOST 9,000,000,000 CHECKS,
TOTALiNG TRILLIONS oc DOLLARS,
ARE EXCHANGED 14 THE
1)511E0 STATES IN A YEAR.
a
-I40W TO ADD CUSTOMERS
A SOUTHERN BANK RECENTLY
iNSTALLED API AOCNTIG MACHINE
IN ITS MAIN BANKING LOBBY FOR
INF ESCIUSIYE USE CF ITS
DEuuL t
VICTORY LOANS
PRECEDENCE FOR OUR LIBERTY AND ,ncrony LOANS DATE$BALK 15)0 YEARS TO THE BANK, OF VENICE WHICH 55530 THE PUBLICTO NVEST is H. CANER/PAINT LOAN AT 4% INTEREST TO EtNANCE A WAS,
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to take this oppor-
tunity to thank our many friends
and relatives for the many kind-
nesses shown us during the ill-
ness and death of our loved one,
Mrs. Minnie Nanney.
We especially wish to thank
Dr. Joe Miller, the Rev. Ladd o:
Paducah and Rev. Eura Mathis,
the Linn Funeral Home, those
who sent food and those who
sent the beautiful flowers.
May God's blessings be with
each of you.
The Nanney family.
Raymond Borders of HardnRoute I was in town Tuesday
on business.
Homemakers Club
Of Sharpe Meets
At Mrs. Lee's Home
The Sharpe Homemakers Club
held its regular January meet-ing at the home of Mrs. Solon
Lee.
The ,devotional was given by
Mrs. Lillian Dunnigan and the
main lesson on "Income Taxes"
is as given by Mrs. Rebecca
O'Dell and Mrs. Lyda Hill.
Thirtee nmembers were pres-
ent.
The next meeting will be held
Feb. 8 at the home of Mrs.
Blewitt Rudolph.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chumbler
of Route 7 were.
 shoppers In
town Wednesday and while hero
tenewed their subscription to
the Marshall Courier.
lig6411177*0\11511//
t
Let not your heart be
troubled: ye believe in God,
believe also in 
-(St. John14, 1.)
Some of us, ihiSur quest for
the Truth, become so con-
„fused and unhappy because
"we cannot seem to compre-hend, to understand as wefeel we ought. But Jesus, Who
was sent by God the Father
to be our guiding light, shows
us the Way in such simple,
understandable words that
we should never falter.
CROSSWORD P111111
ACROSS
1. Incite
5. Grate
9. Young
salmon
10. Coin
(India)
11. Otherwise
12. Postpone-
ment
13. Tanned skin
of an
animal
15. Southern
constel-
lation
17. Christmas
present
18. Substance
in shellac
21. Price
23. Lever
25. Be In
motion
21. Speak
28. A dith of
greens
30. Toward
31. Confer
knighthood
upon
33. Cover, as
for a road
$4. Unit of work
36. Tin
receptacle
$8. Man's
nickname
119. Recant
42. Ravine
containing
a river
bed
43. A baby's
bed
45. Root
of ths
taro
14. Rapid
current
of water
47.Universaty
officer
48. Female
sheep
DOWN
1. A simian
2. Stablizing
substance
(Naut.)
3. Scottish.
Gaelic
4. To
enter-
tain,
as with
food, etc.
5. Measures
of bacon
6. Poker stake
7. Tangle
8. Put out,
as money
14. Slope
15. Sharp
16. Rotat-
ing '
object
19. Century
plant
20 Put
Into
code
22. Spread
grass
to
dry
24. Yelp
27. Disturb-
ance
29. Network
over a
window
32. A long rail
35. Classify
LAST WEEK'S
ANSWER #
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P.226
37. Mother-
of-pearl
40. An old
Norse work
41. Bird's crop
42. Marry
44. God of
pleasure
(Babyl.)
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Al. learn on stto4e
the road. How it cuts down the sidesway. How it
gives you the safe-and-sure-footed steadiness of
four wheels always on the road.
That's because these sweet-handling, sweet-riding
beauties give you the lowest center of gravity in
?Buick annals-born of a brilliantly engineered new
chassis that "nests" your ride low and steady as you go.
,a.
But the core of this new Buick's story is the action
you get.
You get action that stems from the instant response
of an advanced new Variable Pitch Dynaflow* so
able and obedient and full-range in "Drive," even
without a switch of the pitch, that the need for
"Low" is virtually eliminated.
And it's action that's sparked by a brilliant new
364-cubic-inch V8 engine, of
record-high horsepower and
compression, and of almost com-
plete freedom from vibration.
B,Act SUPER 4-Door IttAire
So come in to see and sample al/ that's new in these newest Buicks yet
-all that's new in styling-new in ride and handling-new in powei and
performance-new in roominess, safety, luxury and fun.
Do that-before another sun sets!
*New Aduanced Variable Pitch Dpnaflow Ls the only Dynaflow Buick builds today. It fietandard on Roadmarter, Super and Century-optional at modest extra cost on the Special.
9FIF 4917•M'CIAL • C F21r
Thrillk Dula*
LJ'I.E* 12 • Ft CSAL,./VI.A.S 7'I IS
WHEN BETTER AUTON/MULES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD TWA
LAMPKINS BUICK COMPANY
1209 South Main Street Benton. K.
•is
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Miss Jolois Heath to
Become Bride in June
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm 0.
Heath of Benton are announc-
ing the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their
only daughter, Jolois, to Sp-3
Edward Rettke Jr., son of Mr.
Miss Linda Wilcox
And Pat English
Married in Corinth
Miss Linda Wilcox, daughter
of Travis Wilcox of Benton, be-
came the bride of Pat English,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
English of Benton Route '7, in
Corinth, Miss., Saturday, Jan.
19.
Mr. and Mrs. Rhodean Wyatt of
Briensburg attended the couple.
The ceremony was the single
ring service
Miss Wilcox and her fathe
have made their home with her
aunt, Mrs. R. B. Provine, in Ben-
ton. The bride, who attended
Benton High School, was attir-
ed for her wedding in a blue
wool jersey sheath dress, with
black accessories.
They are making their home
with the parents of the groom
for the present.
Mr. English also attended
Benton High School.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Walker
were guests during the weekend
of the family of their daughter,
Mr and Mrs. Randle Lawless in
Nashville, Tenn.
and Mrs. Edward Rettke Sr., of
Fairmont, Minn.
Miss Heath is a graduate of
Benton High School and attend-
ed Bethel College, Hopkinsville,
and Murray State College. She ti
now employed by the Marshall
County Agriculture Extension
Department.
Sp.-3 Rettke is a graduate of
Fairmont High School, Fair-
mont, Minn., and attended Man-
kato State College, Mankato
Minn., before entering the ser-
vice. He is now stationed at Ft.
Campbell, Ky.
The wedding will take place
on June 14.
fro.,
Elle Bible
Let not your heart be
troubled: ye believe in God,
believe also in Me.-(St. John
14, 1.)
Some of us, in our quest for
the Truth, become so con-
fused and unhappy because
we cannot seem to compre-
hend, to understand as we
feel we ought. But Jesus, Who
was sent by God the Father
to be our guiding light, shows
us the Way in such simple,
understandable words that
we should never falter.
Permit MS 817 DIal 
No Matinee Monday and Tuesday January 28 and 29
NTON THEATRE
Saturday Continuous Showing From 12:00 Noon
"GOOD MOVIES - IN SOLID COMFORT"'
Lakeside 7-38$
1
Three Shows Daily 3:00 - 7:00 - 9:00
Sunday 1:30 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:00
Thursday, January 24 - 25 Friday
Cartoon: Line of Screammage
Saturday Only, January 26 -
ii
vz,*
MAR1/11 • 1-LT5-'3 Rita('
Circus oiai
IMCNIVICOlOR VISTAVISION
Musical Featurette:
Big Double Feature Program
0 1W
gin 
loo MC CREAYVVi
•r
EC4ARt0
Mirth and Melody
Sunday Only, January 27
LUST FORlti.00AD APwaive
ef EDMOND O'BRIEN • BRIAN DONLNY • NATALIE WOOD 
Cartoon: Mouse Cleaning Musical Featurette
Monday, January 28 - 29 Tuesday
"CONCERT NIGHT"
See on our stage at 6:30 P.M. Monday and Tuesday nights
"THE BENTON CONCERT BAND"
HE LAUGHED LAST"
Starring: Frankle Laine - Lucy Marlow
Cartoon: Miami Maniacs
An passes will be suspended Monday and Tuesday nights
Wed., Thurs., Fri. - January 30-31 - Feb. 1
ROOt, PRETTY EtABK,
SAL MIMEO XIIIN SA1011 ltlAAA PATTEN ACM'
/
Cart,Hm Google Fishing Bear
;vvtatabott-dolia
Then Be
Youre6.4
Far-
TOWNE CLEANERS
"There's None Better"
Phone L47-5851 Benton, Ky.
Central States News Views
WHAT'S HER LINE? Rose Hessel-
tine, who appears so softly feminine
and charming, strikes working pose
(below)-she's one of Midwest's
most famous professional lad:.
wrestlers.
AD1..11 sTEVENSON twice defeated pres-
idential hopeful, in ultra-relaxed - and
unguarded-moment in his .Libertyville
(Ill.) home.
-
GUEST OF U.S., Khun Vicharn Ratawud
(left) governor of North Thailand, in-
spects natural gas-operated machinery
used to power irrigation of rice fields in
Lower Neches Valley,. Texas. Visitor's
aim is to improve Siam's basic crop.
Pictures Finished While You Wait
Snapshots 5 for 25c 12 for 50c
Billfold Size Copies 20 for $1.00
Copies and Enlargements Any Size
PHOTOSTAT COPIES
Of Anything Printed, Written or Drawn
SMITH'S STUDIO
119 South Third, Paducah, Ky.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Steven-
son of Calvert City Route 2 are
the parents of a daughter born
January 21 at the McClain Clin-
ic.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hughes
of Benton Route 3 are the par-
ents of a daughter born January
22 at the McClain Clinic in Ben-
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fields or
Freeport, Texas, are the parents
of a son, born Jan. 22. He has
been named Kennett Marvin.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Steven-
son of Route 8 are the parents
of a son born January 18 at
Murray Hospital.
Suscribe to the Courier.
ARCTIC
PARKA
Mouton fur
zipper hood
that nakes col-
lar in mild
weather. Storm fly front,
3/4 length. Two big
pockets, two hand warm-
er pockets. Most dealers
get $29.95. Our sole
price only
$19.95
Personal...
Mrs. Berthal Gregory of Ben-
ton Route 4 and Mrs. Ellen Far-
ley of Benton have gone to De-
troit to visit their children,
Clarence Gregory and Mrs. Edd
Sullivan.
Sam Myers was in Ashland,
GENUINE
U.S. NAVY
STORM
COATS
We don't have a picture to
show these. Brand new, corn-
plaely waterproof outer; entire
lining, is the skin and wool of
the sheep. You must see to
appreciate them. Original gov-
ernment cost $52.40.
$19.95
These Pea Coats ore not to be
confused with lighter weight gar-
ments you usually find. They ore
100% wool, have throat protec-
tor tab, and extra wide collar that
will cover your cars. A regular
$17.95 number, we are closing
out at
$12.95
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Entire Stock
WINTER
JACKETS
PEA COATS 'a,
•: •
ONE BIG LOT REGULAR $6.95 JACKETS AT $4.95%
Tanker Jacket
R-15 ', 4.95
Turtle Neck
SWEATERS
100 00 wool
worth 3.75
2.49
Knit
CAPS
79c
U. S. Army
TRENCH COAT
No finer all around coot
is obtainable than this
garment. Has removable
all wool lining. You may
take out in mild weather.
Use as O'coot, Topcoat or
Raincoat. Very, very
slightly used, most ap-
pear new. Cost Uncle
Sam $48.62.
$9.95
Army Cloth
PARKA
Now, here is a parka with
an all wool blanket lining,
not the bulky quilted
type. For work or for
sport, it can't be beat for
5000 more. We are over-
stocked, and this price
will move them fast.
$9.95 '
SAME d $6.95
Genuine
U.S Army
FIFE)
JACKET
Brand
New
Wool
Lana
Gov't Coif,'
$11.46
LOOK!
Heavi Undershirts 99c
-'..c ot $1.49 ... Terrific at 99c
Third and Kentucky in Paducah
PEREL 8, LOWENSTEIN
PRE-INVENTORY
LADIES 19 DIAMOND WEDDING SET
reg. $49.50 salr d3
LADIES 11 DIAMOND WEDDING SET
reg. $199.00 sale $139.00
LADIES 12 DIAMOND WEDDING SET
reg. $250.00 sale $125.00
LADIES DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
reg. $199.00 sale $129.00
. . . SOLITAIRE
reg. $150.00 sale $99.00
LADIES 5 DIAMOND DINNER RING !i‘
.;
reg. $59.75 sale $32.50 't
LADIES 13 DIAMOND DINNER RING
reg. $399.00 sale $279.00 ri
LADIES 15 DIAMOND PRINCESS RING
reg. $149.75 sale $99.50
MAN'S DIAMOND MASONIC RING
reg. $79.50 sa!e 559.7:%
Travel Alarm
Clock
Handsome and dependable
travel alarm clock with a
genuine leather case. Rais-
ed numerals.
$5.95
Plus Tax
Lovely assortment of tail-
ored and stone set jewelry.
Reg. $1.00 to $14.95.
Half Price
Sorry, No Phone or
Mail Orders
111•1111MMINIIIIIk 
LADIES' AND MAN'S
WALLETS
Assortment of cowhide, al-
ligator, calfskin. Reg. $5.00-
$15.00.
1/7 Price
Plus Tax
Sorry No Phone or
Mall Orders
Watch Bands
Ladies' and Men's expan-
sion watch bands.
Many nationally Advertis-
ed bands. Values from $7.9:i
to $14.95.
now 1/1 Off
Grey
Sweat
Shirts
Reg. 1.49
98c
SOCKS
4 !Ir. Si
Limited quantities from every department. All drastically reduced. Entire stock!'
ed. Not all items at every store but a representative selection at every store.
Luray Dinnerware - Service for 8
A 32-Pc. Set in Assorted Pastel Colors
8 CUPS & 8 SAUCERS
8 plates, bread atm
butters, cups and
-1 saucers in soft mix
or match colors!
Hollow.re ` -iParance
Wide Assortment of Heavily Silrerp1118)
ware at an amazing Low Price.,
(A) SlIverplated 1'ell & Tree Tray
(B) Sterling 6" Compote.
(C) Silverplated Gravy Boat with TallU;
(D) Sterling Mayonnaise Bowl wit
(E) Silverplated Oval Vegetable MI
(F) Round Tray with Ornate Handieli
ill 
(G) Covered Sugar Bowl
(H) Silverplated 6 cup Coffee
(I) Creamer to match server
(1) Large Silverplated 'Pitcher
(K) Silverplated Silent Butler
save About (L) Sterling 3" Cons es
Half
$3.97
50c A Week
(M) Silverplated 14" tittty
VALUES UP TO 95 - VOCRV/P
NO MONEY DOWN - A YEAR TO Pal'
a -
IlAER
34 
a
-PC.
From 
Maker of 
Internationl
8 
knives, 
forks, t
Fame. 
ea-
spoons, 
tablespoons, 1 
sugar
shell and 
butter knife 
in "Mel-
ody" 
pattern with 
chest.
7.95
while It U-.'
sv-gismis. 
West Bend 8-Cup
ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR
ral Deluxe
ro7- "? TOASTER
May Be Bought
:eaist•ls1
tou hot!
"separately for S7.77 each pay Olir
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CITY 6TH GRADE
CLU HOLDS MEETING
alvert City 6th Grade
Club held a meeting Jan.
omer Miller, county agent,
present. A program was held
he duties of the officers.
ter Mr. Murphy of the
. office in Mayfield ex-
ed a lot about electric
lights and other things.
Most of the members
present.
WOW MEETING FRIDAY
The local WOW camp will
hold a meeting Friday night,
Jan. 25, at the Carpenter's Hall
in Benton at 7 o'clock. All mem-
bers are urged to attend.
Mrs. Luther Hill of Route 7
was in town Monday on business
and while here subscribed for
the Courier for a year.
Eukley McNeely of Route 5
was in town on business and
while here renewed his sub-
nription to the Marshall Cour-
ier.
the home of her sister, Mrs. Fred
Hunt, this week.
Lexiathian Hunt, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hunt, under-
went major surgery Wednesday
at Riverside Hospital in Padu-
cah.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill and
son left Wednesday for Roswell,
N. M., to reside.
Shop Here For All Your Household Needs
Complete Line
MATTRESSES
FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
HOUSEWARES
ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
Stoves and
Refrigerators
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, January 24, 1957
SOFILICiii
Yours $11 NO PACKA
Only..., WORTH LESTHAN $1.9
* Quality Watches
* Men's & Ladies Ring;
* Electric Appliances
lit, 1 ? 7 1 7 7 7
HERE ARE THE GREATEST REDUCTIONS IN THE HISTORY OF OUR STORE FOR OUR AN NUAL — — — —
jainison 2
-Piece
DAVENO SUITES
oice of Green, Red, Beige, Gold and Turquoise
Reg.
159.50 Value 
3-Piece Modern
BED ROOM SUITE
Limed Oak. Large Double Dresser, Bookcase
Bed with sliding doors, Chest
The array of gifts will amaze you! Ring,,, watches, elec-
f--.1 nnnlinr,eq. IAA hnr and r”rff link co..% Perrier',
not one gift is worth less than SI.50. Come in and try your
luck - - - and save on gifts.
Regular S219.50 Rose or Turquoise
KROEHLER
LIVING ROOM SUITES . . $159.50
Regular S329.50 KROEHLER Light Green
LIVING ROOM SUITE . . $259.50 "
Choice of Solid Mahogany or Solid Cherry
Double Dresser, High Poster Bed, Chest
Reg. $269.50 
Reg. $39.50 Jumbo Innerspring
Mattress and Box Springs . .
Paducah. KN.
DAVENO SUITE • • $11395"
Poster lied. Vanit. Bench, Chest
pEpRoom SUITE • 995c'
1DillsirETTES  $4500
End Tables, Coffe Tables, 1/ PRICELamps & Floor Lamps • • • 2
( Floor Samples)
This is a storeiride sale but space permits us to
list only a few items. See the hundreds ol other
items at 20(-; , 30%, and even 50% Reduction.
1.
ozoodit.0011111141.144,
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YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BUY A NEW OR USED CAR UNTIL 
YOU SEE THE STOCK AT
Your Friendly Ford Dealer
I. C. Will Stop 2
Passenger Trains
4 From the Mayfield Messenger)
The Illinois Centrail Railroad
apparently will defy an order ot
the Kentucky Railroad Commiss-
ion and will cancel the last two
passenger trains serving this a-
rea Saturday.
Although I. C. headquarters in
Chicago has officially announc-
ed that It would stop operating
its two Louisville-Fulton passen-
ger trains Saturday, the May-
field passenger agent, Dick Lon-
ey, said this afternoon that he
has received no official word
about the discontinuance of the
trains.
A spokesman at the Paducah
superintendent's office said this
afternoon he "understood" the
trains would make their final
run on Friday, although he add-
ed he had received no official
information from IC headquart-
ers. The Fulton trainmaster also
said he had not been notified
that thb trains would be can-
celled.
Meanwhile, Postmaster A. Ft.
Anderson has announced a Hi-
ghway Post Office schedule, ef-
fective Sunday, from Louisville
to Fulton.
. The IC's public relations office
In Chicago has informed another
West Kentucky newspaper that
the trains' last operation would
be Saturday night. The last
train from Louisville, and the
last from Fulton at 11:25 p. m.
The railroad cited these rea-
sons for the discontinuance:
1. Lack of patronage.
2. Diversion of mail to trucke
by the Post Office department.
S. competition of private au-
tomobiles.
4. Increased costs and siith-
stantial out-of-pocket losses in
operation of the two trains.
The railroad claims operat.ng
losses of the two trains runs a-
bout $150,000 annually.
TYPEWRITER RIBBONS:
ribbons to fit all makes of ty
writers. Priced at only $1.25
$1.50. The Marshall Courier,
cated behind the Benton P
office. Phone LA7-3931.
ne
e-
n1
lo-
st-
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MARCH OF DIMES
INFANTILE
PARALYSIS
-KINNEY MOTORS-
A.1.4; a couneficikri• skoul4 be saved for evenings
when elec4ric light washes color from 
your face . Mewl
041 lie rosy blobs-bid b h4:1 it ;tit 
your skin wrFko
puff or tissue odd ifs an alm
ost invisible blush.
1...arouncl facewill seem
fitinner if the color is applied
toward the sides.
1..0 long,Thin face can be shorlesed
when or is fondled tothe
inottndsof the cheeks and trothe clue.
3...a lona or I arqe nose ca, sliorfer 
when faint
4oucli of pink is applied hithe fip.
should alwer_911_,4
the shade of your lipstick . You
can buy boill,insenart brass
I coses,a1 your local ten cent 
siate.
C sist. Ponds Good
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fields o
f
Freeport, Tex., formerly of P
a-
ducah and Benton, are the 
par-
ents of a boy, born Tuesday
night. He has been named 
Ken-
neth Marvin Fields. Mrs. Fields
Is the former Mary Frances El
kins.
Mrs. Elizabeth Lyon of Frank-
fort, Ky., is spending two weeks
in St. Petersburg, Florida.
BENTON
KENTUCKY
• Accepted by Fashion Wise Women Everywhere
1 reed slim sheath.
'harp white contrasts
ri toast, blue, black,
avy. Washable.
:es 12.20 and 141 -
241/2.
titched trimmed
linen•like coat dress.
Bamboo buttons on
pink. navy, toast or
blue. Washable. Silts
12.20 aril 141:,241/2.
rel®ms.
White Piped Sheath.
Slim beauty. in copen
blue, navy, toast and
pink. Washable. Sizes
10.20.
White edges new
Italian neckline. That
lovely linen look in
navy/toast, black/
beige, toast/turquoise
and beige/orange.
Washable. Sizes
10.18.
SLIM LINEN-LIKE SENSATIONS! 4 SLEEK SHEA
THS by rei®ms.
These wonderfully wearable figure slimming fashions, so easy to iron—mach
ine washable—shrinkage
controlled —crease resistant. Cut to a perfect fit —ready to go anywhere any t
ime.
Want Ads
FOR SALE - Cleaning plant. 
1-2
or all of it. See at 1008 Main 
St.,
or see Bus Creason. 
ltc
FOR SALE - IRISH 
Potatoes
Cheap. R. L. Melton, 1 mile baca
of Sharpe school. 
ltp
DON'T let that picture lie 
a-
round collecting dust. Frame it.
For a large selection of mould-
ings at reasonable prices. See
MOREHEAD BROS. in Mayfield.43c
FOR SALE - Good used 8-foot
GE refrigerator and also good
GE electric range. Bargain it
sold now. See Herman Kanatzar,
305 West 14th Street, Benton.37p
FOR SALE - 6 room modern
house with good bathroom ana
all conveniences at 104 West 9th
St. in Benton. Mrs. Evalina
Slaughter can be contacted at
Kay Gasser's at 3242 Spring St.
or call 2-4482 in Paducah, Ky.
37p
FOR SALE: A lot (83x120) in
Benton on ninth St.. right off
Greenhill and Pine street. Con-
tact Mrs. Kay Gasser at 3242
Spring St., or phone 2-4482 in
Paducah. 37p
KENTUCKY DAM
BAIT FARMS
Consisting of 34 acres, long
hiway frontage, 140 ponds ot
shiners, goldfish, chubs, craws,
frogs, baby turtles. Three busi-
ness houses, 6 deep wells, pumps,
seines, holding boxes, spawning
mats. 53 Ford truck with tanks,
pumps. agitators. Worm ranch
in 44x36 foot bldg., electric coils
In 500 feet. Worm beds, millions
of worms, minnows ready for
sale. Will also include 52 Ford
tractor and equipment for cash
sale, or will sell any or all for
small down payment. We believe
this is the best investment in
this area. Located in walking
distance Ky. Dam State Park
near new Barkley Dam and Cal-
vert City chemical center. The
big boom is now on. Liquidating
estate.
R. D. SMITH, Gilbertsville,
Ky. Phone FOrest 2-4422.
36p
SHERIFF'S SALE
By virtue of an execution di-
rected to me, which was issued
to me from the clerk's office of
Marshall County Court, in favor
of the Bank of Benton, a cor-
poration, against Charles
Bush, I or one of my deputie
will on February 9, 1957, at one
o'clock P. M. at the courthouse
door in Benton, Marshall Coun-
ty, Kentucky, expose to public
sale to the highest bidder the
following property or as much
thereof to satisfy the amount ct
the plaintiff's debt, interest and
cost, to-wit:
One 1951 Chevrolet 2-door au-
tomobile, motor number JAD 5
01442. Amount to be raised $294.
44 plus cost of said action.
Terms: Sale will be made on
1/3 MORE
HEATED AIR with a
Catialier
PORTABLE HEAVY DUTY
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC HEATER
tit APPROVED
Cavalier tapered cone construc-
tion circulates Vs more heated
air up through heating element
than any other radiant convec-
tor type heater on the market.
• AVAILABLE IN 1, 3 or 4 KW
SIZES. Big enough to heat,
large rooms or offices.
EASY TO CLEAN IN FIVE,
MINUTES OR LESS
• COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC'
• ECONOMICAL TO OPERATE
• EASILY MOVED, SIMPLY PLUG
INTO 220/240 OUTLET
AVAILABLE NOW ATI
THOS.
MORGAN
COMPANY
‘Vholesale Electrical
Supplies
Benton Kentucky
Tatumsville
Homemakers
Hold Session
The Tattunsville Homemakers
met this week and heard an in-
teresting and informative les-
son on "Income Taxes," given by
Mrs. G. S. Wild and Mrs. V. J.
Cavanaugh.
The meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs. Carl
Turner. A business session in-
cluded roll call, reading of the
minutes, treasurer's report and
devotional.
Mrs. Carl Turner was chosen
as delegate to Farm and Home
Week in Lexington.
Mrs. L. L. Higgins gave a book
report on "The Miracle of the
Mountain."
Potluck lunch was served at
noon by the hostesses, Mrs. Bert
Kennedy and Mrs. Benny WOM-
mack.
Recreation was enjoyed in the
afternoon by the 15 members
present.
a credit of six months bond with
approved security required,
bearing interest at the rate of
6 per cent per annum from the
date of the sale, and having the
force and effect of sale bond,
or purchaser shall have the pri-
vilege of paying cash at the
time of sale and avoid the in-
terest.
This the 22 day on January
1957.
BILLY WATKINS
Sheriff, Marshall County
38c
:e P
m(
Lexi
ingt,
)ers,
Phone LA7-2451 - Benton, 
KY. .dea(11'(
DAII.E1 S ATTEND BAPTIST
MEETING IN LOUISVILLE
Rev. Paul Dailey and Mr.;.
Dailey attended a Baptist con-
ference in Louisville last week.
Theme of the meeting was "Ye
Are My Witnesses."
Topics discussed included "The
Message for Witnessing," "The
Motive for Witnessing," "The
Means for Witnessing," "The
Methods o f Witnessing," and
"The Reward for Witnessing."
Mr. Dailey also attended a
child care meeting while in
Louisville.
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THE MARSHALL COUR!
"Where Commercial PRINTING IS 4 Bl
—Not a Side Line"
W,41340434M134:100,40,00(x
NELSON
YOU CAN DEPEND ON ANY DRUG PRODUCT THAT
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE! 
SAVE!
DRUG
BEARS THE NAME
Be Wise! Buy the 
coo.
Ili Ss<ING SIZE
DRUG' STOREOUR
Featuring Nationally Advertised Rexall Products
Rexall's New Medical Dis-
covery That Actually Goes
Thru the Skin to Relieve
Muscular Aches and Pains.
9PIUI rim II 
" a ultimo
• At-the-Spot Relief —gets
deep inside aching tis-
sues.
• Begins to penetrate with-
in 30 seconds.
• Soothing, cooling — no
burning sensation.
149
2o..
ac;eft.
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•••••4
•
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Now!
Fight Colds Fa*
NEW
SUPER ANA
30 179
tablets I
With Citrus Wale
and Vitamin Cl
Marvelous new fore/
covery to help kited
symptoms more effer•
Bottle of 12 ool,
SUPER ANAPAC AN:
for children 6 the
24 tiny-size tablet
Save TOc on each box!
Jexu1t KING-SIZE
QUIK- BANDS
New, wider, 1" x 3" plastic
adhesive bandages. With ex-
clusive Pro-Cap adhesive ...
sticks betted
25's Reg. 49c
Q111K-BANDS
Special 3
INIS
SNANFOO 
Save 1.02 CARPI
LIQUID CREA
SHAMPOO
Now Y2 price! The ides'
shampoo because it es
cleans all hair types.
Reg. S2.00 JanuorY
Big 1 2-oz. bottle 5Pecd
OUR PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT IS THE HEART OF 
OUR BU
BRECK
SHAMPOO
'TA
8 oz.
100
DR. LYON'S
TOOTH
POWDEV:ia170-ts
41/2 oz.
45c
<or BEN
GAY
11/2 or. tube
79c 85
REXALL LOZOTHRICIN antibiotic throat
lozenges. 28's 1.29
REXALL MILK OF MAGNESIA full quart.
Reg. 83c   Spec. .69
RPM. BISMA-REX GEL fast relief for
acid-upset stomach. 8 oz. .... 1.19
REXALL NASOTHRICIN antibiotic nose drops
in squeeze bottle. 1/2 oz. .89
REXALL CHILDREN'S COUGH SYRUP
pleasing taste. 4 OZ. .  .65
REXALL MINERAL OIL colorless, tasteless. 1 09
Full quart
REXALL DELUXE TOOTHBRUSHES 6 
medicsnt
approved styles
CARA NOME SILICONE LOTION protects hands. no
1/2 pt. Reg. $2.00  Spec •UO
Plus Federal Tax
YOU CAN DEPEND ON ANY DRUG PRO
EASTMAN
DUO-PAK.
FILMS!
V620 't;
V 1 2 ,
%el
REXALL pH7 TOOTH PASTE with anti-eura
Big 65c tubes.
TAYLOR'S COTTAGE CHOCOLATES
assorted dark and rnHX. 1 lb. .....
REXALL LUXURY TISSUES white or Pas*
2 boxes of 500. 79c Value ............Spec '
REXALL SACCHARIN TABLETS 1/2 re&
Reg. $1.26. 
AEROSOL AIR REFRESHER 12 et.
Reg $179 
POND'S COLD CREAM
3 5 oz. ......
GEM SINGLE-EDGE BLADES
10's .....
KOTEX SANITARY NAPKINS
I2's ..... ........
on Some Items
THAT BEARS THE is,IAW
Two Stores: Benton Calvert City,
Cal
111111111
_CARD OF
' To our friends and
we take this method t4
our heartfelt than atd
appreciation for everykindness shown us
our recent fire loss.
we could personally 't
of you, but that hong
ble, please accept our
May God bless each sto
one of you. Clint Castlefamily.
Now!
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PER ANA
With Citrus Biofi
and Vitamin C!
Marvelous new form*
covitry to help knock
symptoms more effediall
Bottle of 12 or*
SUPER ANAPAC JUNO
for children 6 thre
24 tiny-size tablets,
e 1 02 CARA
!QUID CRE
NAMPO()
w I/2 prIce The ideal
mpoo because it
s all hair types.
. $2.00 Januar?
. bottle SPecicil
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milk. 1 lb. ....
UES white or 2
Value . ... Spec-
TABLETS V: Vain, I°.
Poultrymen
Organization
xington Event
gton — Poultry industry
•ro, processors, hatchery-
equipment manufacturer's
eaters, egg producers anti
i•ave banded into a state-
rganization.
new organization, founded
iv at Lexington at a spec-
eting, will be known as
.ntucky Poultry Federa-
rpose is to draw poultry
ry members intb a central
zation.
. Abbott, Bowling Green,
an, was named organ-
s! chairman. Organizin4
tteemen named were
s Berryman, Winchester:
5 E. Keen, Louisville; Cecil
ton, Ashland; R. A. Cash-
Vebster; Ira Staples, Per-
k; Ray Wyatt, Mt. Ster-
nd John Tuttle, U. K. Ag.
on Service poultry spec-
organizing secretary.
group will complete the
ation and arrange elec-
f officers in the near fu-
s' FIRES EXTINGUISHED
Fire Department was call-
twice last Friday, once
morning to a grass fire
yard at the home of Mr.
rs. Charlie Lampley on
treet, and again about 3
to the duplex at 300-302
10th Street. A trash and
tire had burned off mont
• yard and blistered the
on one side of the house.
Creason lives in the 300
ent there.
Benton The Best
• Town in Ky. •
By A Dam Site
0;be Touricr P Special
 l. T
Western Kentucky's Largest Weekly Newspaper — B enton and Marshall County's Home Newspaper SECTION
Paid Circulation Sells — That Is TheVolume XX
Kind This Newspaper Offers Customers
"Yes, sir, boy. You cer-
tainly won that argument
With your wife!"
"When you keep in step
with yourself, you don't have
to worry about the rest of the
parade."
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111
Upon Their New Plant —
A Fine Progressive Step Forward
for Western Kentucky
ROBERT ARNOLD
Real Estate — Insurance
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I
Tom Treas Burial is
Held t Soldier Creek
Funeral services
Saturday afternoo
Creek ,for Tom T
vere held last
at Soldiez
eas, 76, ct
Mrs. Mary L
Burial is He!
3tewart Cem
Funeral services were held
last Sunday after oon at the
Linn Funeral Ho e for Mrs.
Mary Lee Cope, 82, who died on
Jan. 17 at her hom in Dexter.
The services we conducted
by Luther Poague and burial
was in the Stewar , Cemetery.
She was a membe of Hickory
Grove Church of C rist.
Survivors are a d ughter, Mrs.
Clay Thommason 1 Detroit; a
son, Plez Cope of exter; a sis-
ter, Mrs. Lalah H nt of Oak-
dale; a brother, Charley Jack-
son of Dexter; and four grand-
childern.
Benton, Kentucky, January 24, 1957
Kirksey Route I, who died last
Thursday. Rev. Orville Easley co-
Related, and burial, by Linn, was
in the Soldier Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Treas was a member of the
Mt. Carmel Methodist Church.
He is survived by his
Mrs. Louiza Treas; three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Ruthie Mohler ox
Kirksey Route 2, Mrs. Frances
Crick of Almo Route 1 and Mrs.
Beulah DeArmond of Kirksey
Route 2; and two sons, Rudy
and Henry, both of Detroit.
Other survivors are three sis-
ters, Mrs. Lee Tidwell of St.
Louis, Mrs. Maude Usery of
Kirksey Route 2 and Mrs. Ora
Treas of Brewers; three broth..
era, Johnny Treas of Kirksey
Route i, Benny Treas of Benton
Route 1, and Henry Treas of
Missouri; 13 grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
William Washburn of Route 5
was in town Monday on busi-
ness.
Calvert City, Ky.
U. S. Budget Will
7,ost Taxpayers of
Ky. 0782 Millions
Kentucky taxpayers will be re-
quired to pay out approximates:,
$782,620,000 in Federal taxes as
their share of the cost of the
Federal spending program of
$71,800,000,000 proposed by Pres-.
dent Eisenhower for the Fecitral
fiscal year 1957-57, according to
an estimate by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
The State Chamber pointed
6 ut that any reduction which
Congress may make In this bud-
get will, of course, reduce the
amount that Kentucky taxpay-
ers will have to bear.
The amount which would be
borne by Kentucky taxpayers to
support the President's proposed
budget is 14 times the amount et
taxes collected last year to fi-
nance the entire State Govern-
ment budget of $54,676,849, th
Kentucky Chamber added.
These calculations show that
Kentucky residents and taxpay-
ers presently bear 1,09 per cent
of the total Federal tax burden.
Courier Classifieds Pay
WE CONGRATULATE
PENNSALT
UPON COMPLETION OF THEIR NEW PLANT AT CAL VERT CITY — — WE
ARE HAPPY INDEED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY OF RECOGNIZING
THE PENNSALT CO. AND OUR OWN MILLER-JOHNSON CO. FOR THEIR
PART IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS LANT.
First In Circulation, First In Advertising
First In The Home, First In Reader Interest
'Mother of Year
Committee Picked
The Benton Senior Woman s:
Club met Thursday evening, Jan.
17, in the home of Mrs. Leon
Riley. Mrs. Joe Brandon, presi-
dent, presided over the business
meeting. Mrs. Ted Combs gave
the devotional.
Miss Sunshine Colley gave a
report from the finance com-
mittee and Mrs. E. G. Williams
reported from the safety com-
mittee.
All members were urged to
visit the library and see what
progress has been made and get
acquainted with the operations
and value of the library to the
community.
A committee to select a nomi-
nee for "Mother of the Year"
will be Mrs. S. E. Parrish, chair-
man, Mrs. Ward Dappert, Mrs.
Marvin Prince and Mrs. Harry
Jones.
Mrs. James Elkins. program
chairman, introduced Mrs. E. M.
McCormick, vocalist, accompan-
ied by Mrs. McFarland on the
piano. Mrs. McCormick sang tw,,
numbers, "One Fine Day" from
Madame Butterfly, and "One
Kiss'' by Signaond Romberg.
The speaker for the evening,
W. E. Brodine, manager of the
B. F. Goodrich Company plant
at Calvert City, was introducel
by Mrs. Elkins. Mx. Brodine gave
a very interesting talk on "In-
dustrial Development Along the
Tennessee River."
Refreshments were served to
the followin guests:
Mrs. Luther Draffen, Rev. and
Mrs. E. M. McCormick, Mrs. Mc-
Farland, Mr. W. E. Brodine, Mr.
Jimmy Gold and Mrs. McClellan
and to? all club members.
Hostesses were Mrs. Leon Riley,
assisted by Mrs. Albert Nelson,
Mrs. Ted Combs, Mrs. Everett
Allen, Mrs. Charles Fields, Mrs.
Woodrow Holland, Mrs. Errett
Starks and Mrs. Harris Cham-
bers .
P-TA Members at
Hardin Will Give
Teachers a Holiday
The Hardin School P-T-A held
a potluck simper at the school
on Jan. 14. Twenty-nine mem-
bers and several visitors were
present.
After the supper, the regular
business session was held with
Mason Powell, president, presid-
ing.
Members decided to substitute
for faculty members one day to
give therni a holiday. It also was
decided td sponsor a supper for
the backethall team and cheer-
leaders.
The first grade won the atten-
dance prize by having the most
parents present. The next meet-
ing will be held Feb. 11 at 6.30
p.m. Everyone is invited.
R. D. Smith of Gilbertsville
was a business visitor in Benton
Thursday.
Mr. Willard Walton of Calvert
City was a business visitor in
Benton Friday.
"Chemical City'soLeading Store"
Graves Lampkins, Owner
Benton Kentucky
Hervey L. Jones of Route 2 was
in town Saturday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Anderson of
Route 1 were shoppers in town
Saturday.
a
Mr. and Mrs. Valcalo Henson of
Route 4 were among the many
shoppers in Benton Saturday-.
J. D. Beggs of Rout* 5 was in
town Saturday on buSiness.
ANNOUNCEMENT
We are pleased to announce to the people
vicinity that
f this
MR. WARREN G. RILEY
Is now employed by this company t
sell or trade new
Oldsmobiles - Cadillacs - GMC T ucks
and Used Cars
Please call on Mr. Riley before you buy
any car or truck
PHONE - DAY 96, Mayfield, Kentuck
NIGHT - Fireside 5-2412
MAYFIELD EXCHANGE
J. T. Hale Motor Sales
Mayfield, Ky.
•
LIVING PLANTS THE YEAR 'ROUND are a part of tlie home
life in the William T. Neal residence near Osgood, Ind. They are
grown in the unusual solarium pictured here. For temperature
control, Thermopane insulating glass was used in the outride wall
and the skylights were glazed with wired hammered Aklo, 4 special
glass that filters out a high percentage of the sun's heat. Tuf-flex
tempering of the plate glass in the floor-to-ceiling window panels
and sliding glass doors next to living room makes it resist breakage.
District Boy Scout
Leaders Meet Here,
Outline Year's Work
A district meeting of Boy Scout
leaders was held In Benton last
week, and it was decided to hold
the next meeting on ,Feb. 14 as
the First Christian Church in
Murray.
Plans were made at the meet-
ing for the new Scout year and
each chairman outlined his basic
reports.
It was announced that Robert
Lamb of Murray had donated
his boat house to the Four Riv-
ers Council for the boys at tM
Scout Reservation on Jonathan
Creek.
Dr., Ralph Woods of Murray
State College has invited all
Scout S and leaders to be guests
of the college at the MCS-Middle
Tennessee basketball game on
Feb. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Bufford of
Route 5 were shoppers in town
Saturday.
Tom Green and Ivy Newsome
of Route 3 were business visitors
in Benton Saturday.
Mrs. Evalina Slaughter and Mrs.
Kay Gasser of Paducah were
business visitors in the old home
town Friday afternoon and plac-
ed ads in the Courier to sod
property here.
Will Ben Jones visited his broth-
( r, Weldon Jones and Mrs. Jones
in Frankfort last week.
COMPLETE
CARRIER
AIR
Air Conditioning
PHONE 30
MAYFIELD
CONDITIONING
HOME
SHELTON
Or
Or
roit
BUSINESS
SFE
Contact
& Insulation C
JESS CO
BENTON L
LIEU
.6981
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORP.
Serving Five Counties, Graves, Marshall, Calloway,
Carlisle, Hickman. '
1 MEN ON CALL DUTY FOR SERVICE TROUBLE
1 PHONE 1290 MAYFIELD, KY.
wyATT's REXALL DRUGS
Formerly Evans Drug Co.
The Complete
DRUG STORE
In Mayfield
Phone 165 — Mayfield, Ky.
LOOKOFSKY'S
-.....
SPORTING GOODS and SHOE SHOP
WE FEATURE:
Wilson RowUngs Base Ball Equipment
Football Equipment Golf Equipment
Tennis Equipment
Badminton and Basketball Equipment
GUNS and PISTOLS
Large Selection of Fishing Equipment
MORE
POWER•PER
WI
p
POUND
' ,
.., 30 pounds
:,-,-. than
,,, k•-•
any other saw
,
iaf9 
, 
-,N •
... 
A.r.he 
NEWrr, . i ,
, •,. ,
• . ,- ,i , ,•,
HOMELITE
,
•• ,
......
.
....0
,
MO DEL 5-30 4.
ASK FOR FREECRAIN SAW DEMONSTR.A:0,
CARTER SAW SHOP
Phone 1161-W Cuba :::.• 4 Mayfield, Ky.
CHAIN SAWS — SALES a SERVICE
SWIMS
WHEN IN MAYFIELD .. .
FOR SUPER AUTO SERVICE
Stop At
BURL'S STANDARD STATION
8th and James Streets
• Your General Tire Dealer • 24-hr. Wrecker Service
yopft
SHOP?,
GuipE
IN
MAYFIELD
CLAMPETT & SON
PAINT STORE
— Paint
— Wallpaper
— Drapes
— Slip Covers
— Window Shades
— Glass
East Side Square MAYFIELD, KY. Phone G? 1
Gorham — Towle — Wallace
Lunt and international Sterling
BULGVA — EL — GRUEN HAMILTON
ILLINOIS — ialt%RUS — WADSWORTH
AND wVI,Elt WATCHES
LARGEST SELECT)ON";
IN WESTERN
KENTUCKY
LINDSEY'S
JEWELERS
Mayfield and Murray
HOWARD FURNITURE CO.
"CHECK US FOR QUALITY AND PRICE"
-- Mayfield's Newest 
FLOOR COVERING A SPECIALTY
Experienced Mechanics to Lay It
SHOP US BEFORE YOU BUY
207 South 6th Street Mayfield, Ky.
(ACROSS FROM KROGER PARKING LOT)
Concrete
Septic Tanks
Sold, Delivered and Lowered
BY
MAYFIELD
TILE & SEPTIC TANK CO.
Formerly Wheeler Tile Co.
Ph. 11384 Mayfield, Ky.
Light Fixtures
Beautiful Light
Fixtures
•
WYATT'S
GIFTS FOR THE HOME
West Side Square
MAYFIELD, KY.
We Feature Only - - -
Nationally Advertised
Wearing Apparel
FOR CHILDREN
In Children's Dept. on the
Balcony — Infants to
Pre-Teena
VINCENTS
North Side Square Phone 1.11
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, January 24, 1957
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ATTACK WARNING effects are graphically illustrated in the two
aerial views of New York's George Washington Bridge above. 
The
left picture shows normal mid-afternoon traffic, while the 
right
photo shows the same scene a few minutes later on July 20, 1956,
after civil defense sirens had blown to test New York's ability 
to
take cover quickly. In general, a large city populace would 
be
told to take cover from impending attack only when there was too
little warning time to evacuate. (New York Daily News Photos)
It's Glass
Gossamer thin glass fibers that won't burn 07 wrinkle are used to wea•• this
Fib•rglas curtain. Th• candle flame may leave a dark maudg• wher• it touches tho
curtain, but it can't start a blase. Th• same is true of many drapery fabrics made of
glass by scores of manufacturers.
A new dawn of brightness and
beauty is being reflected in mod-
ern living with curtains and
draperies woven of actual glass
fibers. In conventional fabrics,
light filters through the spaces
between the threads but in Fiber-
glas, the threads themselves dif-
fuse and transmit the light. They
have the almost magic effect of
softening, diffracting, and at the
same time glowing with the light.
As curtains, glass fabrics are
becoming more popular with the
busy housewife every day. They
are the easiest to care for since
they can be washed and rehung
in a matter of minutes with abso-
lutely no ironing. Because tlliey
d w,
are made of glass, they calot
deteriorate from sun, mil 
he
fire, rain, heat or humidity, far
will they stretch or shrink. 
same advantages apply to Fiber-
glas drapery fabrics.
Fiberglas curtains and drapler-
ies come in a wide variety le'
weaves, textures and colors
are being designed and ma..
factured by some 50 firm:
throughout the country. The
characteristic glow suffused
through these translucent yarns,
creates an effect that is simi ar
to a stained glass window.
We Invite You To
Make
MAYFIELD MILLING
COMPANY
Your headquarters when you sell your
Corn, Oats, Wheat
We Also Invite You To Try
DOUBLE "M" FEEDS
REECE'S Style Mart Store
* Arrow
• Disney
* Coopers
• Pleetway
• Resisted
• Florsheim
• Edwin Clapp
* Crosby Square
Remember! REECE'S is West
for Men. Visit This Smart Store
7th and Broadway in Mayfield
The Finest In
Men's Wear
* Swank
• Puritan
• Tex-Tan
• Esquire
• Holeproof
* Beau Brummel
• Style-Mart
• Mayfield 4-Stat
• Tony Martin
(Sig Clothes?
Kentucky's Style Corner
[-FERE & tOWENSTEI
elf&
DUSMONDS
A Full 1/2 CARAT
OF DIAMONDS
ONLY 1495°
Incl. Tax
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
PEREL & LOWENSTEIN
DIAMOND STORE OF THE SOUTH
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morning.
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ttended sunda% Sell-
a Grove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ander-
son and daughter and Mr. and
t Mrs. Tom Johnson and family
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Johnson Sunday.
Mrs. Charley Jones is a pa-
tient at the I. C. Hospital
Paducah.
Mrs. 011ie Mathis of Benton
is a patient at the Murray Hos-
I pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith of
Anniston, Ala., entertained a
number of their Kentucky
friends on Jan. 7 with a barbe-
cue supper. The guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Lorin Shupe of May-
field, Mr. and Mrs. Luther White
and son, Mr. and Mrs. Shields
('ole and the hosts, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith. The main dish of the
meal was barbecued
rabbit and barbecued
These Kentuckians an
others are working in
entucky
chicken.
several
labama.
Mrs. Lillie Cole is v siting in
the home of her daughter, Mts.
John Paul Jones in Humboldt,
Tenn.
Mrs. Dean Gammel and Hay
den Draffen are expected h.
Benton this week for a short
visit at their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beesley
and daughter Donna and Mrs
Ruby Haley of Manchester,
Tenn., spent Tuesday and Wed
nesday in Benton after they
heard that the house of Clint
Castleberry had burned.
Mrs. Sid Pace and Rollie Pace
of Route I were business visitor
In Benton Tuesday.
Treas Lumber has been interested since 1884 in the Progress of Marshall
County, and we are especially proud of the growing Calvert City Chemical
Center. Our heartiest congratulation s go to Pennsalt and Miller-Johnson
for this fine new addition to the chemical center
Helping to Build Mars hall County Since 1884
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Get STANBACK,
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for FASTER RELIErf
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Office Equipment —
• Streamline Your. Office for Greater Efficiency!
• LEDGER BOOKS
• BOOKKEEPING
AND CLERICAL
Miss Caroline McLeMore has
been ill this week at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph McLeMore. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The Marshall Courier, Bento , Kentucky, January 24, 1957
Lovis Lilly of Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Haien and
their (-laughter, Jean, and he:
husband of Manchester. Tenn.
were in Benton Monday to visit
Ithe father of Mrs. Haley, Clint
lastleberry.
T. E. Anderson of Route 5 vris
busiless vi!.itot in Benton
Its Officials and Employees
Upon the Completion of Their New
Plant for the Calvert City Area
Noah Peck of Route 2 Calvert
City was in Benton- Monday on
business and while here renew-
ed his subscription to the Mar-
shall Courier.
We are very happy to congratulate all officials
and personnel of the Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.
upon this progressive new addition to their
growing facilities at Calvert City
ft.
I HOTPOINT CONGRATULATE
The
PENNSALT
(0,
and
MILLER
JOHNSON
CO,
AND ERVIN POE
UPON THE COMPLII:TI ON OF THE NEW
ISOTRON PLANT
At alvcrt City
OUR BEST WISHES FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS
ER YIN POE
Palma, K .
Hotpoint
Appliances
Benton, Ky., Route 6
OUR SI NCERE
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
PENNSALT
Calvert City
Completion of
NEW
ISOTRON PLANT
We are very proud to congratulate this fine company'
upon its steady growth and progress in the Calvert City
area.
CAL VERT BANK
Calvert City Shopping Center Kentucky
Personal...
M-Sgt. and Mrs. Jack Tinney
and childsmi, Randall and D. D.
have arrived in Japan where he
• :111 be stationed for four years.
He is with the Electronic divi3-
ion. He is. the son of Mrs. H. L.
Coursey of Benton
OUR SINCERE
Mrs. G. A. Combs was ill at her
home in Benton all last week.
Mrs. Maud Bean has been very
ill again at her home in Benton
but is improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Wyatt of
Benton were business visitors in
Paducah Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Modglin of Route 6 was a
shopper in town Friday.
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, januar7,4
Charles Morgan, who has been t, Mr. and krit,
In Europe for the past ten ?Calvert City
months, has been visiting in the town monday7--
home of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Morgan, for the
past two weeks.
Joe Jones, an army reserve off-
icer, returned Saturday from Ft.
Gorden Ga. where he attended
Civil Affairs Military Govern-
ment School for two weeks.
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We are proud of the progress shown by Pennsalt —
pioneers of the chemical industry in Marshall County
— and proud they chose the Miller-Johnson Co. to be
their contractors.
JOE DARNELL
Standard Oil Agent
Benton Kentucky
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Dark-Fired Sales
Good on Mayfield,
Murray Markets
Final sales of air-cured to-
bacco will be held on the loose
leaf floors of Mayfield Saturday,
Jan. 26.
Total air-cured sales at May-
field this season are 2,431,117
pounds. Air-cured tobacco grow-
ers have received an average ot
$32.41 per hundred pounds.
Dark-fired sales now are in
the third week at Mayfield.
Highest price so far has been
$57, paid for one basket. Aver-
age sales Wednesday of last
week were $33.33 per hundred.
Dark-fired sales at Murray re
main good, with the average
price for three days last week
being $33.45.
Methodist WSCS
Hears Pastor Talk
On Paul's Letters
Left from Last Week
The Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the Benton
Methodist Church met Monday
at 11:30 at the church for the
second bible study of "Paul's
Letters to the Local Churches."
The bible study is under the
leadership of Mrs. Lillie Cooper.
The Rev. Marcus Gurley was
a guest speaker, bringing to the
:oeiety a message on Paul's Let-
ter to the Romans. Mrs. Pat .I
Darnall reviewed the Apostle
Paul's Letters to the Ephesh'w
and the Colossians.
After the bible study, there
was a period for fellowship. Each
member had brought a sack
lunch, which they enjoyed with
hot coffee.
After the lunch, the sciciety
convened for the regular mon-
thly meeting. Mrs. Coleman Ril-
ey was in charge of the pro-
gram for the month, -Islands
in My Community." The busi-
ness meeting followed, with Mrs.
Warde D.appert presiding.
There were 22 members pre-
sent, and one visitor, Mrs. Lucy
Taylor.
The next bible study of Paul's
Letters will be held Monday,
Jan. .21.
TIME TO ACT
A New Year has started! And
a good resolution is to renew
your Courier on time. If the
numerals in the upper right cor-
ner of page one read 2-1-57, you
should renew row. Drop by our
'office or mail your renewal.
Java Edwards of Route 5 was a
business visitor in town Satur-
day.
Sewing Machine?
A MONTH
For PREP dermonstrotion toll or visa
Sewing Machine Ex,
210 So. 4th — Paducah, Ky.
Has your hone settled into late Winter doldrums? Here's
a way to brighten it up. Gay flowers will bring a smile to every-
one'a face, and HO spirits. Carnations are especially good now;
they are readily available and reasonably priced at florist shops
throughout the country. For birthdays, anniversaries and other
special occasions., too, you can send a gift of flowers anywhere
in the world, by placing your order with your local florist who
is a member of the Florists' Telegraph Delivery Association. An
arrangement like this one, of pale pink, deep pink and red carna-
tions, is perfect for mantel or hall table, and will give many days
O f pleasure to the recipient.
_
Ky. State
OPTICAL
Co. Inc.
LANG CONCRETE CO.
SAVE
1-3rd Now - On
custom Columns
And Railing
Measured and Installed!
Black—White—Green!
Smart stying - adds safety
and beauty. Install on brick,
Industrial Sites
Comfortable Homes
( FHA or G. I. Loans)
Property Management
Kentucky Lake Property
Good Farms
Select Business 'Lots
INGROWN NAIL
HURTING TOUT
Immediate
Relief!
A few drops of OUTCROn bring hicseed
relief from tormenting pain of ingrown nail.
°MGR() toughens the akin underneath the
nail, allows the nail to be cut and thus pre-
vents turther pain and discomfort. OUTCH.l)
in aranahls at all dr., counter..
Courier Classifieds Pay
Helps Heal And Clear
Itchy Skin Rash!
Zemo, a doctor's antiseptic,
promptly relieves itching, stops
scratching and so helps heal and
clear surface rashes. Buy Extra
Strength Zemo for zemo
stubborn cases!
BUICK COMPANY
BUIeK SALES AND SERVICE
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
612 Broadway — Paducah, Ky.
Phone 24110
209 BROADWAY — PADUCAH, KY.
Loans on Anything — Up to 50% Savings
On Unredemed Items
SERVICE OR
APPLIANCES
YOU CAN GET IT ALLQIGHCIIERE
IN CALVERT CITY
— Warm Morning
Stoves
— Sand and Gravel
— Limestone Rock
— Fertilisers
I
1 EXPERT DEPENDABLE SERVICE 1KINNEY APPLIANCE CO. I
THE FINEST QUALITY
TELEVISION Money Can Buy!
HARDWARE • PAINTS • WALLPAPER
ALL OF YOUR KITCHEN HOUSEHOLD NEEDS!
HARDWARE — PAINTS — POWER TOOLS
Air Conditioned For Your Comfort
Mr. and Mr. Herschel Dowdy Have Tile
MAIN ST. BENTON,
NOW ENLARGED — REMODELED
AND AIR — CONDITIONED
Plate Lunches • Short Orders • Sandwiches
sp CUSTOM BAR-B-QUING •
I(f You Want to Buy or Sell Any Type of Real Rata
See HARRY HURLEY or N'OLNEY BRIEN
HURLEY REAL ESTATE
(OVER THE NATIONAL STORE)
1026 Main BENTON Phone LA7-5051
valactictizke-oci
KENTUCKY PARKS'
'W COST VACATIONS
/WW2 Mk It
Pre-season 2-for-1 rates
apply at the following
parks only:
(UlAIFILAND FALLS STATE PAU
(*Ain, limanly
KENTUCIT DAM VILLAGE STATE PARK
Krniody
KENTUCKY LAKE STATE PAltr
il.rKinEUIInE K=AIl.A ND STATE PAIR
lonnetiewe, Kentecky
Jittery? Nerves on edge? Or just
plain tired out? Relax! Get rested!
You'll feel better —and you'll do
better after a vacation at one of
And, right now it'll COST YOU
FAR LESS than you'd think Pre-
season accommodations *(up to
March 31, 1957) are two for one'
At Kentucky's parks you'll enjoy
the beautiful scenery, excellent
food, fishing, golf, and indoor
recreation with congenial fellow
For details and reservations, write any of the
four parks listed, or
THE DIVISION OF PARKS
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
CAPITOL ANNEX, FRANK/ MET, 1ENTUCKY
•ii
Long Concrete Co. is Pleased to
CONGRATULATE
PENNSALT CHEMICALS
And
MILLER-JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION CO.
477 • —
Upon Completion
of the New
ISOTRON
PLANT
At
Calvert City
We offer our most sincere congratulations to Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.
and to Miller- Johnson Construction Co. for this fine new plant on the indus-
trial horizon of our growing county.
LONG CONCRETE
Benton, Ky. Calvert City, Ky.
ISOTRON PLANT
In Calvert City
Our Sincere Best Wishes for
Your Continued Progress
Paducah, Kentucky.
Personal...
Mrs. Ray English of route 6
and Mrs. Charles Cavitt of route
7 were Friday shoppers in Ben-
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Morgan of
Benton were shoppers in May-
11-1d Friday.
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, January 24,
Omer Barnhart of Paducah
5 was a business visitor in Ben-
ton Friday and while here sub-
scribed for the Marshall Courier
for a year. He is the son of Mrs.
Enos Darnell of Benton Route 5
Mr. and Mrs. Ona Mullinax of
Calvert City Route 2 have been
visiting at the bedside of their
granddaughter, Shelia Ann Little
page, who has been a patient at
Rt the childrens hospital in Mem-
phis. She Is the daughter of Mrs.
Shirley Stevenson of Calvert City
Route 2
Mrs. John Filbeck of Route 3
was a business visitor in Benton
Friday.
Mrs. Vernon Cavanaugh of Gilb-
ertsville Route I was a business
visitor in Benton. Friday and
wbile here subscribed for the
Our Heartiest
Marshall Courier.
Mrs- RaYrnonci4 Twas a shopper in—",
clay.
'Hrs. D. R. sander,
wits a shopper inte,1?
Cecil Treas t.
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*r. and Mrs.
Route I were
top Saturday.
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OLD qCi
Seek at
MI 
revathar,
ER- JOI-Nr.
',vett Sr.
0 Completior
The Bart( of Marshall County is al ways pleased by any progress made it
this county, and is happy to pay tribu te to Pennsalt Chemicals and the
ler-Johnson Construction Co. for th is fine new plant at Calvert City. Plea
accept our heartiest congratulations
BANK OF MARSHALL COUNTY
Marshall County's Largest Bank
Member FDIC
Benton
ISOTRO
PLANT
At Calvert CA
We are happy to congratulate Pennsalt's progressive officials and also a
own Miller-Johnson Company on this splendid advancement of inclua
in Marshall County.
OUR SINCERE BEST WISHES
Member of FDIC
Cou rier,
T rner
111 Bet
of
Yas
town
ilowarci
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OLD A OUTHEIZN ilAnMONY singers, anti several more win Sing Jan. 31 during Farm and
eek at Lexington. Left to right, seated, are: Mrs. Lillie Ccioper, Gus EIMUi , Boone Hill,
rathan, Tom Harper, Mary Ellen Lemon, C. D. Nichols, H. fil. Lovett Sr., Mrs, C. D. Nichols1
O'Dell. Standing are Mrs. Fuqua, Mrs. Bob McWaters', Miss Margaret He th and Mrs.
vett Sr.
d Mrs. Herman Kana'.-
Mrs. W. (;. Dappert
ppors in Mayfield ht.-
moon.
d Mrs. Charles Free-
moved fro sh-
At Calvert Cat
vile to Houston, Texas. Mr. Free-
man's headquarters in his work.
She is the daughter of Mr. an 1
Mrs. Herman Kanatzar.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith left
Saturday for their home in
Angeles, aIif. aft
mother. Mrs. Ali
-. Smitl and De
1•,.• it'Avksin New E
coaling 14.re.
' r1a,sifie
3 visiting her
e Thompson.
ra visited his
gland befot7
Various kinds of entertain-
ment activities that have been
developed in four different
areas of Kentucky will make up
an evening of entertainment to
be presented on Thursday night,
Jan. 31, at Memorial Coliseum
at the University of Kentucky
Farm and Home Week program.
Included will be the Women's
Symphonette of Frankfort, a
13-piece string ensemble direct-
ed by Mrs. Eudora Lindsay
Smith; a drama group of Mid-
dlesboro, under the direction of
Mrs. Kirby Smith, Jr.; the Old
Southern Harmony Singers tat
Marshall County, who sing from
an old "shape-note" hymn book,
under the direction of Henry
Lovett Sr.; and the State Home-
makers Chorus of approximate-
ly 300 voices from 25 counties,
Miss Jean McConnell, assistant
in charge of school and commu-
nity Extension music activities,
directing.
Dr. Wiliam H. Jansen of th?
UK English department will
serve as narrator.
The program is open to the
public.
-Iarold Draffen Is
Tow in Germany
Vith Airborne Unit
Specialist Third Class Harold
L. Draffen, 21, son of Mr. ant
Mrs. Myrl S. Draffen, Route 7,
Benton, is assigned to the IPli
- - -
Airborne Division in Germany.
Specialist Draffen, a machine
gunner in Company A of the
division's 188th Infantry Regi-
ment, arrived overseas last
March from an assignment at
Fort Campbell, Ky. lje entered
the Army in August 1954.
While a civilian, Draffen work-
ed at Ty's Boat Dock.
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Mrs. DeHaven, 91,
Is Surprised With
Birthday Dinner
A surprise birthday dinner was
held Jan. 17 is honor of Mrs.
Rebecca DeHaven, 91 years ot
age.
Members of the Baptist Church
BWC took covered dishes and a
birthday cake to Mrs. DeHaven.
They were Mesdames Kenneth
Capps, John Goheen, Emmett
loiner, W. T. Clark, Freeman
Travis and Miss Elizabeth Alex-
ander.
In the afternoon, Mrs. H. H.
Kunnecke's Sunday School class
honored Mrs. DeHaven with
handkerchief shower.
Birthday cake and coffee were
served to Mesdames James pw-
en, Elbert Egbert, Ovie Dvls,
Roy Bolen, Emmett Joiner'and
Miss Zitnrnerude DeHaven,dau-
ghter of the 91-year-old birthday
honoree.
Mr. and -Mrs. Paul Clayton t RI
7 were shoppers in town
Mrs. R4 Henson was aeriojialy
ill at her home in Bentonj all
last week with a severe co14.
The Calvert Telephone System joins with other business firms in Marshall in
congratulating Pennsalt and Miller-Johnson on the fine new addition to the Calvert
City Industrial Center. Our heartiest congratulations and best wishes go to both of
William Thomasson, General Manager
We are indeed, very happy to congratulate the Pennsylvania Salt Mfg.
Co. for their progressiveness and faith in the people of this area.
Our Sincere & Heartest Congratulations
WEST KY. BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL
eit---•••••
-4*
FOR SALE
USED ELECTRIC round bobbin
sewing machines. Only $28 and
up. All makes of machines re-
paired. See George H Dodd at
9th and Walnut Streets in Ben-
ton or phone LA7-7774. rtsp.
FOR RENT - 5-room house and
bath. Screened in porch and
nice garage. Newly decorated
throughout. See Early Dunn at
335 Main Street or Phone LA7-
7594. ,36o
INCOME
TAX RETURNS
Individual income tax returns
filled out accuktely and quick-
ly at reasonabletprices. See Ray
Hibbs at Solomon-McCallum In-
surance office, 1020 Main Street,
Benton, or phone LA7-3801. 40e
BABY CHICKS
FOR GREATEST PROFITS BUY
HELM'S U. S. PULLORUM
CLEAN CHICKS. Nationally fa-
mous 37 years.
Winners hundreds awards Na-
tional Egg Laying Contests. Of-
ficial records over 300 eggs.
U. S. Certified Leghorns. Best
Purebreds. Our proven crosses
give hybrid vigor at half the
cost of hybrids. Sexed, started
chicks.
Feeds, supplies, seeds, rem'-
dies. Free parking. Come in or
write for your tree bulletin, 101
Ways to Increase Poultry Profits,.
HEI,..M'S CHICKS
3rd and Washington, Paducah.
WANTED TO BUY, RENT, lease
or manage a bait house with or
without fishing equipment, near
Kentucky Lake. Write Carl Bean.
Villa Grove, Ill 36p
VENETIAN BLINDS AND
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
See the new vertical blinds.
Also Storm Doors, Windows.
Awnings
HUNT THE MAN
Behind the blinds and he is
C. C. HUNT
Benton PH. LA 7-7710
BEAUTIFUL
KENTUCKY LAKE
PROPERTIES
Lots, homes, cottages and
miness places
°ROWE GIBBS, Realtor
Highway- 641 Phone FO 2-4211
Gillititrtsville, Ky.
For Complete
Body Repair
SEE
RAY RULER SMITH
Riley Motor Sales
708 Main Benton, Ky.
rtsc
Commissioner Sale
MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT
KENTUCKY
LEONA I. CROSS and husband
DANIEL D. CROSS: RALPH
ENGLISH and wife, JOSEPHINE
ENGLISH: and Mrs. W. W. ENO
LISH, a widow, PLAINTIFFS.
VS.
MAUDE HOWARD,
DEFENDANT
IN EQUITY
By virtue of a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the. Marshall
Circuit Court, rendered at the
Jan. term thereof, 1957, in the
above styled cause for the pur-
pose of division and all costs
herein, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door
in Benton, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction
on the 4th day of Feb., 1957, at
one o'clock P. M., or thereabouts
(being County Court Hai) upon
a credit of six months the fol-
lowing described property, to-
wit:
A certain parcel of land des-
cribed and bounded as follows:
Beginning on North side of Pa-
ducah and Calvert City Public
road on line dividing lands ox
this grantor (W. W. English) and
George E. Ford; thence, South
with said public road a distance
of about 94 yards to line divid-
ing the Southwest Quarter ot
Section 1, Township 6 Range 3
East and Southeast Quarter of
Section 2, Township 6 Range 3
East; thence, East on said line
77'4 yards; thence, North and
parallel line with said public
road to said line dividing lands
of this grantor and George F.
Ford; thence, West on said line
to said Paducah and Calvert
City Public road, place of be-
ginning, the same being part of
the Southeast Quarter of Sec-
tion 2, Township 8, Range 3
East and North of said public
road and containing one and
one half acres. Being a part of
the tract of land W. W. English
purchased from G. S: Jones in
parol on the — day of 
1878.
For the purchase price the
purchaser with approved securi-
ty or securities must execute
Bond, bearing legal interest
from day of sale until paid and
having the force and effect of
a Judgment. Biddess•wW be pre-
pared to comply promptly with
these terms.
MARTHA N. HOLLAND
Master Commission 
Wien. mayearilliamigaibeauirs. akkassierea.eseigNa&S
HMAGe 
•
Ik I I \ [ION!
The old winding of the Pleas-
ant Hope Baptist Church is to
be sold. The church is located
one mile north of Fairdealing on
the old Birmingham Road. This
building is 26x40 feet and has
a new roof and decking.
Wrecking of the building is to
take place as soon as we are
ready to move into our new
building and not before.
Sealed bids are to be turned in
to any of the following commit-
tee not later than January 31,
1957.
We reserve the right to rejeci,
any and all bids.
James Henson, Luther Jones,
Elbert Inman, Lawrence Turner,
Dewayne Franklin. 36o
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es. Also the best little
g machine made. The
all Courier. Phone LA7-
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OFFICE SUPPLIES—For your et - heari
Bee supplies come to the Mar-
shall Courier office located be- 
Coun
ruary
hind the Benton Postoffice. Coun
rtsc holdi
LEGAL SIZE paper, onion skin
and yellow second sheets. Also
statement blanks, leterheads and
envelopes.
Sao
HELPING TO BUILD
MARSHALL COUNTY
SINCE 1884
— 
ALL TYPES OF MIIT
DUCT WORK a
tate
fore
ever
OME 'FAX RETURNS
ared for farmers and in-
als. See Ralph Fisher at
clerk's office in daytime
his resdence after 5 p. m.
Ph. LA7-4321 and rest-
Ph. LA7-3561. rtsc.
NOTICE
ce is herby given that
Howard, Administrator oh
tate of Sharon Gale How-
es filed with the Marshall
y Court his final settle-
as such Administrator. A
g will be held in the
y Judge's Office on Feb-
4, 1957, this being regular
y Court day, and anyone
g claims against said es-
ay present them on or be-
he above date or be for-
erred.
W: J. Brien, Jr., Clerk
Ma shall County Court.
WOR GENERAL GUTTER —
RN E INSTALLATION
at the
BENTON TIN SHOP
1205 Poplar Street
R. H. TOWNSEND
Owner
Benton, Ky.
Phones: Office LA 7-6671
Home LA 7-5211
INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
Morgan. Trevathan and Gunn
Insurance Agency
INSURE NOW — TOMORROW MAY 
BE 1'00 LATE
PHONE LA7-2151
BEN'TON, KY.
H GCOTIOINT
You Can Get
A Better Deal
At
ERWIN POE'S
In Pahna
RADIO SERVICE CENTER
Benton, Ky.
MONEY TO LOAN
On Watches, Diamonds, Slaotguns, Pistols, Radios, Type-
writers, Televisions and Valuables
Be sure to look our stock over before yoa
buy.
SAVE 50% OR MORE
Expert watch repairing. . Quick Service
guaranteed
RICKMAN'S JEWELRY SE
LOAN CO.
208 Broadway Paducah, Ky.
SOCIAL and PERSONAL
Mr. and Mrs. Grundy Hollan
d
,if Lone Oak were shopper
s In
Benton Saturday.
H. E. Dyke of Gilbertsvi
lle
Route 1 was in town Saturd
ay
on business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wommac
k
of Route 7wer e Saturday 
visit-
ors in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jaines Gariand
Phelps of Chewalla. Tenn4 ha
ve
been visiting relatives in Ben-
ton on Route 2 where they 
did
live. He is pastor of the Bap-
tist Church in Chewalla. 
They
have two children. His We
ntz,
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Phelps 
re-
side in Whiteville. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill an
d son
otan , to 
reside.
oleaves(on for Roswell,N
Mrs. Clay Henson of 
Benton has
recovered from a serio
us illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Thad 
Copeland of
Route 2 were in town 
Saturday
and while here sub
scribed for the
Courier.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Fra
nk Brown
of Route 4 and 5 
were shopper,
in Benton Saturday.
TELEVISION
Authorized Service for 
RCA.
;ictor Motorola_Ph
ileo-Zenith
and others.. Let us put a 
chan-
nel 8 or 12 antenna o
n your
present installation. We w
ill
guarantee improvement j or no
charges. Only $15 comp10.e.
RADIO SERVICE CENTER
West Ky. Pioneers in TV
208 E. 13th, Benton
7-7423 rtsc
TYPEWRITER RIBBONS: Fine
ribbons to fit all makes bf type-
writers. Priced at only $1.25 an
51.50. The Marshall Courier, lo-
cated behind the Benton Post -
office. Phone LA7-3931. rts7
ACHING MUSCLES
R•liewis pains of tir•d, sore, aching flu..
des with STANBACK, tablets or powdef.
STANBACK acts fast to being comforting
r•lo•f... because the STANBACK formula
combines Hviseal prescription typo in-
gredients for fast relief of pain.
iliothfee/of
HEADACHE
Ease PAINS OF HEADACHE. NEURAL-
GIA, NEURITIS with STANBACK
TABLETS or POWDERS. STANBACK
combines several medically proxen pain
relievers . . The added effectiveness
of these MULTIPLE ingredients brings
faster, more complete relief, easing
anxiety and tension usually accom-
panying pain poop &CA irint
Test
STAN BACK
against any
Preparation
you've ever
used
Guolonteed by
Good Housekeeping
yenenusi."'
RAISING KANE
Mrs. W. W. Holland has re-
turned from Wickliffe where she
has been visiting her daughter
and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
George Marshall. She is with her
daughter, Mrs. Zelima Creason.
in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Dyke of
Route 7 were shoppers in town
Saturday.
011ie Jones and Rudy Nelson
of Hardin Route 1 were in town
Saturday on business and both
subscribed for the Courier while
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie Henson of
Route 4- were shoppers in Ben
ton Saturday.
Otis Cross of Route 6 was in
town Saturday on business.
Mrs. Clay Henson of Rt. 1 was
a shopper in town Saturday.
• EXPERT
SERVICE
Ellie Johnston, nursery man of
Route 0-, was a business visi
tor
in Benton Friday.
Stony COtham of Route 6 w
as
a business visitor in town 
Fri-
day.
Lilburn Lamb of Route I was
in town on business.
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kent
ucky, January 21. 1957
Boyd of Inciia]
/eekend in Ben
its, Mr. and Mr
Marshall W!
iother, Mrs. J. I
Now Many Wear
FALSE TEETH
With Little Worry
Eat, talk, laugh or sneeze Without
fear of insecure false teeth dropping,
slipping or Wobbling. P'ARITEETH
holds plates firmer and more com-
fortably This pleasant powder has no
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or,feeling.
Doesn't cause nausea. Its alkaline(non-acld). Checks "plate odor"(denture breath). Get IPASTEETH at
any drug counter.
ALL MAKES
& MODELS
Enjoy your favorite programs at their best! Our factory-
trained technicians will put. your TV set in shape for c
rystal-
clear reception. You can depend on us always for p
rompt,
reliable repairs.
SLEDD'S APPLIANCE CO.
PHONE LA 7-6501 BII.L WELLS,
 Service 314-.
This GENUINE MAYTAG washer with the
famous GYRAFOAM washing action
costs scarcely more than the lowest,
priced washer you
can buy!
..•••••••
—.J16
KINNEysA,PPLWhaApCE CO.
GOOD MORNING-
MR KANE!
I HEAR THINGS
HAVE BEEN TOUGH
POP. you LATELY!
WOULD you LIKE
TO EARN SOME
CA.SH 7
HUCKLEBERRY FINN
01.4STACE
WE HAVEN'T VISITED
UACLE OSWALD'S FOR
A bPELL! SUPPOSING
WE DROP OVER AMD
StE 114Et.ei ?
4
k:hisAk
KNOW A MAN
LIKE TO Puma-) ON
THE Nose! (P youti_
LIFT ME UP TO HlM
I'LL Give yOU A
DOLLAR!
HOW IS ycuRUNCLE OSWALD
AND H‘s WIFE
GETTING ALONG?
( A 
LIE'
J. A. HILL
PLUMBING & HEATIN=:
JEWELRY & LOAN
208 Sroadway — — Paduah, Ky.
SAVE ON GUNS — TOOLS — LUGGAGE —
If You Have Money and Need Jewelq
SEE US
If You Need Money and Have Jewel,
SEE US
LINN FUNERA HI
Where the best in Funeral and Ambulated
Cost So Little. Three Ambulances avaikliu
equipped with Oxyaen
AT YOUR SERVICE DAY OR NEGRI'
Air Conditioned Yfor our
SO7 Main StreetBenton 
COMM
?hada/
SoCie, I'D BR
GLAD TO Do eV
I WHAT
I CALL
LOVE...
1-1EQES T646
DOLLAQ (N
ADVANCE/
NOW Li mE.
YOU MAN/
CPR.,j... IT
LOVE —
rmATII
YOuaBot
411
Itt
4Mlb
sr
AY Hospital E
COMPANY tient
Phone 'LA 7-3721 806 Main,
PLUMBING - HEATING
Service 84 Supplies - Fly-K 
The Barga
ias Paint m mo,
F I LkENCIAL&H 0C
Bentop
Where Yo:
\ NEW YORKER
--
--NOR. Can hard
 
„Nal new.
PONTIAC 4
ALL AMBULANCES •
OXYGEN EQUIPPED ,1
24-HOUR SERVICE •
Phone LA 7-2001—IA7-2191
P. Like new.
NEW YORKER
v mileage
CHEVROLET 2
tomatic trans
y clean car
MERCURY 2
xice car.
LeatmlBUICK 2 DOOR
PONTIAC.
transm
__OLDS 88 4
7e $495
NTIAC $395
Wilson s •Book 
t HENRY J 
—Pn
Office i'urnin.r..
Office Supplies
Duplicators
306 Broadway
ri*PLYMOVITI.
Ul gal sharp car.
DODGE, $350.
1 
3UICK 
HARDT°!;ooks - Niusiouicx  •
Fount in Pasit-E HAVEt can be 05boug
Greeting Gee DOWN PA
small weekly
PaduCallAYI courteous les 
of 
hi
 
. "RED" WILLI
KIRK
—Thr MEADOWS
FRIEDLANDER &M MOSLER-PLYMO
219 S. 3rd. Dia
Paducah,
ROS
Ami Quinard
Better Tittle.,
Crimson Gin
Etude De Ho
Red Radiant
Night
Poinsettia
Christopher
PT0"
Floradora Io;
Improved La
Else Poisen
Tip
-Top
4123 Sch
James Sa
GHTS
ENTAL RE
This is yo
By HORACE 
— BUT 'ME 7 SMALL DO
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allowan
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HILL
&HEATING
PANY
806 Main, Bent
ATIN
'es - HY-
WIRN
Paints
& CANN
AL HOME
AMBULANCES
EN EQUIPPED
OUR SERVICE
1-2001—IA7-2091
Kentnek7
Book Stor
Look - Music
Fountain Pens
Greeting Cards
Paducah, Ky.
DLANDER
ELRY & LOAN
— 
— 
Paducah, Ky.
TOOLS — LUGGAGE —
Money and Ne.,1 J''welr7
SEE US
Money and Have Jewelry
SEE US
NUM, HO
Funeral and Ambulance
hree Ambulances available,
pped with OXygen
SERVICE DAY OR NIGHT
toned for Your Comfort
Benton Phone L47-
•
'et
TMERE
114AT S FCC,
,,t0v(5 DOG
BoNES
LAO! 
Boyd of Indianapolis spent
eekend in Benton with his
ts, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Boyd.
. 
Marshall Wyatt visited
other, Mrs. J. E. West, who
in Mayfield Hospital.
011ie Mathis entered the
y Hospital Sunday for
ent.
Where You -Find
The Bargains
& M MOTORS
NEW YORKER AIR 'C 4
R. Can hardly be 'told
new.
PONTIAC 4 DOOR HARD-
Like new.
NEW YORKER AIR C.
mileage
CHEVROLET 2 DOOR
matic transmission. A
clean car.
MERCURY 2 DOOR.
ice car.
BUICK 2 DOOR — Clean.
PONTIAC.
omatic transmission. ,
OLDS "88" 4 DOOR. •
C $495.
NTIAC. $395.
HENRY J.—Price cheap.
LYMOUTH.
al sharp car. $395.
)DGE, $350.
L'ICK HARDTOP.
LICK HARDTOP.
•
Two Year Old Field Grown
Hybrid and Ever Blooming
ROSE BUSHES
PINK
Doctor
Picture
Editor McFarland
Pink Radiance
YELLOW
Eclipse
Mrs. P. S. DuPont
Soeur TheresePoinsettia 
Luxembourg
Christopher Stone Yellow Condessa
FLORIBUNDA
Floradora (orange red)
Improved Lafayette (red)
Else Polsen (pink)
Tip-Top t o- tone )
I.
HAVE 50 MODFT-S
t can be bought with
0 DOWN PAYMENT
small weekly payments
call any of the following
courteous salesmen:
"RED" WILLIAMS
KIRK
MEADOWS
& M MOTORS
SLER-PLYMOUTH Dealer
219 S. 3rd, Dial 3-4511
Paducah, Ky.
Stock Barn Burns
On Hamilton Farm
Near Briensburg
A stock barn on the farm ot
H. C. Hamilton in the Briens-
burg vicinity was destroyed by
fire about midnight Wednesday
of the past week.
The Hamiltons had recently
purchased the Reed elittth farm
and the barn on the Heath farm
burned.
Ten acres of grassy land bac.:
of the Briensburg schoolhouse
burned Thursday night.
The origin of the two fires
was not learned.
My Neighbors
11
"No, Geoirge. You may NOT
stay home and it with the
baby-sitter!"
• 2,441).
ANiA,
tiove song .in fragra
ueiktin
ce
e P
,
111110Ait 11.00s• p, ▪ 516. $213, $50-Porse num ow,
Vessioga• $4,50. who weenatioor-014011 Se—Tale IS tairlese pins Oa*
LIST DRUG STORE
412 BROADWAY — PADUCAH,: KY.
ROSES
RED
Ami Quinard
Better Times
Crimson Glory
Etoile De ,Hollande
Red Radiance
Night
OC
EACH
TWO-T NE
Condessa-De-Sas go
Betty Uprichard
Hinrich AVendland
Pres. Hoover
Talisman
WHI I
K. A. Victoria
Konigin Louise
Caledonia
CLIMBERS
Blaze (red)
l'aul Scarlet (red)
Mrs. P. S. DuPont (yellow)
Talisman (orange & yekow)
K. A. Victoria (white)
l'‘\`
,
N•••••,
'X
A-
• ....
4^
p.
By HORACE
— RUT Th.4E 0°Cr°1'
C ALL.5
JAMES SANDERS NURSERY4123 Schneidman Rd., Paducah, Ky. Dial 3-7195 or 2-8057James Sanders Sr., formerly of Sanders Bros. Nursery James Sanders Jr.
FREE DELIVERY — OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7 A.M. — 8 P-M.
_
`4!6,4!rei
•,•
owansi--
- -
Annual
January Clearance
• GRANDS
RIGHTS • CHRISTMAS TRADE-INS
NTAL RETURNS • DEMONSTR VFORs
kt,(071,, •
S4E
PIANOS
This is your opportunity to buy a new piano at a price you would
ordinarily expect to pay for a used piano
SAVE UP
 TO
 $30000
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
ull allowance on trade in of
your old piano
SHACKLETON'S NEW PIANO
GUARANTEE
On all demonstrators, floor
samples and rental returns
HACKLETON'S 612 BroadwayPaducah. Ky.
!Ars. Minnie Nanney
[s Buried in the
Jnity Cemetery
Funeral services for Mrs. Min-
nie Nanney, 73, who died Thurs-
day of the past week at the
home of her son, Elton Nanney,
on Hardin Route 1, were held
Saturday afternoon at the Unity
Presbyterian Church, of which
she was a member. The Rev.
E. A. Mathis conducted the last
rites. Burial was in the church
cemetery by the Linn Funeral
home.
She is survived by two dough -
ters, Mrs. Mae Goodman of Dex-
ter Route 1 and Mrs. Nera Lovett
of Kerrville, Texas; two sons, El-
ton and Leland Nanney of Pa-
ducah; a brother, Wilbert Gil-
bert of Paducah; eight grand-
children and four great grand-
children.
Clint Castleberry
Flome Destroyed by
Early Morning Fire
The frame dwelling house of
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Castleberry
in Benton was destroyed by fire
early Saturday morning, Jan. 11.
Contents of the house also were
destroyed.
Mrs. Castleberry went to the
kitchen and lit an oil stove and
then . went back to the living
room to wait by the fire while
the kitchen warmed up. The
stove either exploded or t ne
flame ran too high and set the
Idtchen afire.
The Castleberrys went to the
residence of their son, W. S. Cas-
tleberry, who lived nearby.
The loss was partially covered
by insurance.
The Castleberrys rented a lit-
tle house from Claud Henson
temporarily.
Courier Classifieds Pay
Ze Old goer
-,214
"Success doesn't come from
lying awake at night, but
from keeping awake in the
daytime!"
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, January 24, 1957
4-H Council Meets
BY HAROLD ROSS
The 4-H Council, in a meeting
at North Marshall High School
Monday night, Jan. 21, passed
a motion to conduct a talent
show on March 30 in Benton.
This will be the big night be-
cause the winner from this show
will compete in 'the district
show May 4 at Mayfield
The district council is work-
ing on some kind of an award
for this winter, maybe a trip
or maybe a trophy. Before Mar.
30, each community 4-11 club
will have an elimination show
to pick their winners for tho
county contest. I might say here
that some are well on the way
with their programs and have
even set dates to have the show.
If the leaders and parents are
interested enough, they might
Set up side shows, have cake
walks, bingo, and several things
before and after the talent show
to help pay expenses in the
clubs.
The county contest will be
judged with an applause meter,
so you might be doing some po-
Itticing for your winner, be-
cause the audience will pick the
winner. Another item of interest,
George Dossett will probably be
master of ceremonies and it is
always worth a trip to hear
him perform.
The district junior rally day
will be held on April 27 at Pa-
ducah and the senior district
rally day will be May 4, along
with the talent show at Mayfield.
so the county rally day will
have to be before these dates
so keep in find and be working
en them
The budget for the council
was presented in the form of a
calendar of month-by month ev -
ents, how much was needed for
each program and the business
or firm that was sponsoring it.
Some of the sponsors are: The
Park Board for the Communi-
ty Building; Sears Roebuck tor
training school materials; tal-
ent show the 4-H council; com-
munity and county rally days,
the Hank of Marshall County,
4-H Week, meals and lodging,
Bank of Marshall County and
Crawford Fergerson; 4-H Week,
travel expense, Farm Bureau,
4-11 leaders to 4-H Week, Mar-
shall County Homemaker.;:
County Fair, the Fair Board; 4-
H community tours, county jun-
ior and senior achievement days,
(ribbons) and district achieve-
ment day, by Bank of Benton.
Some events that still need a
sponsor are:
National 4-H Week, radio pro-
grams, District rally:, days, 4-H
Camp, Dawson Springs, Dis-
trict Fair, Paducab, District
Dairy Show, Mayfield; 4-H leader
and family camp at Dawson
Springs, Leader achivetn.ent
banquet, State Fair, Officers and
leaders training scholol refresh-
ments.
This budget may lte seen at
the Extension office any time,
and we invite you to save a loo)‹
at it. We are probably the first
to set up a year's budget of this
type.
Franklin Swift of Oak Level
was a business visitor in Benton
Monday.
R. A. Foust of Rollie 6 was n
town Monday on buliness.
Mr. and Mrs. Rastius Lowery
of Route 7 were in toin Monday
attending Court.
• /
I
lelittA/1414
5\ity(4 1 I ft"
of Paducah
STYLES
BY
• Palizzio
• Hors-helm
• Johansen
• Valentine
• DeMarchi
• Delmanette
• Sandler
• Fortunet
• Penaljo
GREAT SEMI-ANNUAL
SHOE SALE
FINAL REDUCTIONS
Save Up To ONE-HALF Or More
DRESS STYLES
Vals. to 14.95 Now $498
Vals. to 16.95 Now 6.98
Vals. to 18.95 Now 998
Vals. to 22.95 Now 1298
Vals. to 29.95 Now 1698
CASUAL STYLES
Vals. to 6.95 Now $398
Vals. to 10.95 Now 598
Vats. to 14.95 Now 798
SAVE 50' ,
On Handbags
HOSIERY
Reg. 1.65 
 
Now 1.19
Again we' e re-
grouped d a m-
il
priced thofisands
of pairs i),f our
shoes. Yo can
save up 101 ONE-
HALF or m6re on
I
the season' O smar-
test styles. plenty
of values or ev-
eryone.
YEAR'S GREATES'T 
THRIFT EVENT!
RHODES WURF 
ORDS' ssmsxn
FEB RU ARY
'Sc
•
0
NAL
ts
STOCK CLEARANCE — STORE WIDE — ON FURNITURE — FLOOR COVERINGS —
APPLIANCES & HEATING EQUIPMENT
Save On Nationally Famous Brands
Simmons — Kroehler — Willet — Drexel — Heywood Wakefield — Bigelow - Lees Floor Coverings, Gen-eral Electric — Perfection — Howell.
IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO GET SOMETHING FOR YOUR HOME —
BUY IT DURING THIS SALE
It Will Pay You In
BIG SAVINGS
EACH YEAR, People in West Kentucky Look Forward to This February Sale When They Can Save OnNationally Famous Brands of Merchandise.
No matter what you plan on buying — A Lamp — ALiving Room Suite or a whole house full of Furniture
— the Savings Are Here! Come Early for Choice Selections.
• EASY TERMS
• FREE DELIVERY
Rhodes - Burford Co.
Phone 161 Mayfield, Ky.
"Satisfied Customers Built Our Stores"
+AO
4
ay,
119 West Broadway
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I. Incite
0. Orate
* Toting
salmon
10. Coin
lindia
11 Otherwise
12. Postpone-
ment
1$ Tanned akin
of an
animal
U Southern
constel-
iation
17 Christina's
present
IS suiaitenee
In shellac
111. Price
13. Lever
WS. Re in
motion
It Speak
IS. A dish of
greens
110. Toward
11. Confer
knighthood
upon
U. Cover, as
for a road
es. Unit of work
U. Tin
receptacle
$a Mans
nickname
$4o. Recant
42. Ravine
containing
A river
bed
43. A baby's
'bed
43. Root
of the
taro
46. Rapid
current
of water
47. University
officer
411 remake
sheep
DOWN
1. A simian
1. Stablizing
suhstattse
(Neut.)
3 Scottish.
Gaelic
4 To
enter-
tain.
ari with
food, etc.
5 Measures
of bacon
S. Poker stake
7. Tangle
Put out,
as money
14. Slope
DS. Sharp
16. Rotat..
hut
object
It Century
plant
70. Put
into
code
22 Spread
areas
to
dry
74. Yelp
27. 111.1urb-
Knee
*9. Network
over A
window
$7. A long rail
30. Classify
LAST WEEK'S
ANSWER
r-zza
$Y Noth•r.
of pearl
40 An old
Norse work
41 Bird', crop
42 Marry
44 nod of
pleasure
(Raton)
''a
, 2 4 ;,:y C 0 7 0,
0
,
4-4
i 0
e l1
,,, .0 I. 20
a 1 ‘,,/wS
: • 27 ,,,), 70 29
,,S,
140
51 ,//ii
/44
31 mr
rs rt. .,i .,;;/1 38
t
,71.,.39 4.43 4'
,4 1
35
it.
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Suits
Suits
Suits
pring fashion conies easy in our beautiful n
They're expertly tailored in the finest of fah
r,
heavenly colors. .. all fresh, feminine and fl
" 4414"'
CARDIGAN CUTAWAY
Light, young and bubbly
.. textured silk with 50%
orlon tweed with a
handsome homespun
look, tailored with the
Inimitable Cupaioli "soft
touch- - note the
pretend pockets, the
blouson back. Easy,
relaxed charm for year
round pleasure
Tweeded pastels
$39.95
w suits!
ice,
ttering l.
The
Brooks Shoppe
Mayfield, Kr.
The Farm Front -
RV J. HOMER. MILLER
The annual Farm and Home
Week In Lexington Jan. 29 to
Feb. I is one of the highlIghti
of the year for a number of
farm men and women each
year. Farm people from every
section of the Ante gather to
learn the latest research infor-
mation and how it could be ap-
plied to their individual fermi.
If you would like to go, contact
your county agent. It would be
a wonderful trip.
Indications are that acreage
set to strawberries this year will
be Increased over the past feat
years. Select adopted varieties of
virus-free plants, preferably
from cold storage. Fertilize ac-
cording to needs. Make arrange-
ments for your plants early to
be assured of good sturdy plants.
Bill Orimmett plans to art
eight acres and Charlie Cone
seven and a half acres of Tenn-
essee Beauty berries this sprint'.
They are two of the large,'
growers In the county. How a-
bout you trying a small acreage?
Kelly Alibis, Route 6, reported
he has a supply of state inspect-
ed Tennessee Beauty, Blakemore,
and Armore plants for sale. He
lives on the botom road belsw
Scale.
Three new KY. certified corn
verities will be available this
year. They are KY. 204 (whites,
KY. 105 and KY. 106A both yel-
low. All three look very good
and should be tried by a nuns-
7--
ber of growers this year All
have given good results In re-
cent tests.
C. T. Wyatt of Rou e 5 was a
business visitor in 
Beil 
ton Mon-
day and while here r newed his
subscription to the' Marshall
Courier.
-
Attack Warning Net
New 'First Line'
Twentieth Century Paul
Reveres may some day play a
vital part in saving your life
and that of the nation just as the
original Revere's timely warn-
ing helped preserve the life of
the American Colonies.
In this age of nuclear weapons.
Intercontinental bombers and
some day, perhaps, long-range
guided missiles, hours and even
minutes of attack warning time
can be of vital importance.
• • •
AN ARMY of professionals and
'volunteers man the radars, scan
the skies and operate the mili-
tary and civil defense circuits to
pass along word of danger. They
range from scattered outposts
In northern Canada and radar
picket ships far at sea to the
man who sounds your home
town air alarm.
This network is tested con-
Illantly, both in the Air Force
phase of initial warning, and
the civil defense phase of
spreading the warning from
air defense division control
renters to the general public.
In a very real and personal
sense, this warning ,,ystem is
the first line of defenae for every
American as he goes about his
daily life under the threat of
ever-possible attack.
mink minded
Soft Petal
exclusive
worsted doeskin
cleverly collared
cuffed
(precious
ranch mink!)
so shapely
\ by Moordale
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unmistakably r d obt f ..... house of young
Lishion ... shown is just one from our new collec-
tion ... this one in soft tones of Easter Egg Verdona
. . . with jewel highlights accenting the delicate
tracery of trapunto sizes 10 to 18.
1
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ACTUALLY 
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$25.00
MEN'S 
100°0 ALL 
WOOL
S13111,118.13AN
COA TS
Finger tip 
length 
handsome tweed
coats. With 
warm 
rayon 
quilted
linings. Sizes 
36 to 
44, all 
expert-
ly 
tailored.
Our s
$19.95
Val's
ACTUALLY WORTH $1.98BOYS' 
SANFORIZED' 
FLANNELFINE SPORT
SHIRTSBoys' good looking heavy flannelshirts in plaids, chest stripes andnov,Ity 
patterns, sizes 10 to 16.
Out
$1.59
Val's
ACTUALLY WO
RTH 525.00
MEN'S NEW 
SPRING
SPORT
COATS
100°0 Oil 
wool and 
nylon and
ions. Choice 
of
wool 
combinat
new p
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light and da
rk col-
atterns
ors, s;zes 
35 to 44.
Our
$19.95
Vals
ACTUALLY WORTH $2.98MEN'S PLAID 
FLANNEL
FINE SPORT
S T
Heavy quality 
rann:1 shirts forwork or dress. Choice of beauti-ful color 
combinations, all of t,pw:
rkm3nsh:p.
Our
$1.98 V,
Val's SA
PRICE
Rid/a it& i/J.,
Second Selection-Famous 
Quart
BRAND NAME
SHEETS
72-003- twin size in flat
 or fit-
ted tynos. 
81-199" full size in
Hat only. 
Imperfections
notic.zaAe.
I ads
52.19 IF
Vat's
barely
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80 Square Fancy Dress
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jr.
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TOWELS ....... 6 fc'''umpiater
ix20 size in assorted color stripes and plaids. While quantity
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i choice of fame,
srns. Cut off full bolts, imperfections slight.
Irregs. of 49c 'Values 
We h
irrregplars 29c Part Linen Kitchen
DRAPERY FABRICS Vals. to 2.98
!Otiose from new patterns cut off at full bolts. All first
IEEE\ 
Choice of Women's Fine Orlon
-SWEATERS  Sale Priced
1.98 and 53.9" values. Cardigan and slipover Styles. Luscials pug
Clearance! 2 Big Groups Girls Winter
COATS Vals. to 19.95 10.00 Vals. to II
uy for now and next year too! 100- wool fabric coats,
!rlined. 
 liaellasUM
COATS
4M
Clearance: 2 Big Groups omen s..
Vals. to 22.50 .12.00 Vals to39.
.10" wool fabric coats in the newest styles. eleetion limited, am
Big Group Women's Spring and Suminer
 VaLs, to $8.95 . .
,arkdowns from higher priced groups of fall 4nd winter dressesa
resses specially priced for this sale. All size groups included
VIM111111=111R1RifIlml
60 Ga. - 1st Quality Sheer Nylon
HOSIERY
DRESSES
 Reg. 1.00 Value
re. Iv e
hoice of shades to wear now through winter. All sizes Poi to It Ws* WIGS
Irregs. 83.49
GAUZE DIAPERS Dozen
Big 20" x 40" quick-drying gauze diapers of famous brand MO
EINIM1111111116 
Tremendous Selection Women's New 1
th
SPRING CASUALS in
Popular flats, wedge heel styles in pumps and sandals. New 58
inas. All sizes 4 to 9. 2 pair 33.00.
10-01011111111111110BIMESSIMIIIIMIF
tet Hal l% I.98 • \l. ii' I Pc. Back Sturdy
WORK SHOES
Plain toe styles of heavy retanned leather, one piece nols-SP.
6 to 12.
Child's Denim
Our $3.98 Value
BLUE JEANS 
Boxer style play jeans for boys and girls in sites 1 to 6x 
Men's Blue Denim
JUNGAREES Reg. 1 9 Value
Full cut "Sanforized- zipper front in sizes 27 to 38, boat Nig
loop, etc.
Boys' Sizes 2 to 8 Juvenile Bomber
JACKETS 4.99, 5.99 V ues
siteen gabardine zipper jackets with warm quitted linings, seN
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TOPCOATS Our 29.9 Value..
Handsome tweed coats in shades of blue, grayiand brown. OW°
"
"Sanforized' Blue Chambray
WORK SHIRTS Reg.! 1.29 Value •
Full cut chambray shirts in sizes 14 to 17. Reinforced )--
cliquy pockets, dt able stitched for extra wear..
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33, boat sail pock
nd Mrs. James Collie of
2 were among the many
s in Benton Saturday.
nd Mrs. Homer Ford of
City were shoppers in
Saturday.
nd Mrs. M. F. Washburn
d Mrs. J. H. Lindsey of
and 5 were shoppers in
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. riser of
Route 7 were shoppers in Benton
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Heath of
Route 5 were Saturday visitors
here.
If your numbers opposite your
name on the Marshall Courier
are 1-57 your time expired the
first of January.
NOTICE
OF NEW LOCATION
We invite you to visit us in our new
tion . . .
We have moved from our old locaion
the East highway . . . Now we are lo-
ted just 100 feet off the square.
We have a complete line of . . .
Pumps Gas Heating Equipment
Water Conditioners Canon Pipe
Well Driller Supplies
Water Heaters
Electric or Gas
Telephone 197, Murray
UMP & PIPE COMPANY
4 Maple St. 0 Across from P. 0.
(Also Known as Depot Street)
MURRAY, KY.
W—lit X X—X—X it X X—X W—X X—X—X
New Supor-Strong
New Deep-Offset Reef Aide
New livitn•Keel Neer Suspension
New Wide-Senteured Frame
If* .
This Custom 300 Fordor Sedan has the Mark of Tomorrow at the low Ford price
qee and Action Test the new kind of FO R D
KINNEY moTpRs
Benton, Ky.
Fax Commissioner
3xam Scheduled
.4eb. 5 at Kenlake
Frankfort—Exatninations o f
prospective candidates for coun-
ty tax commissio er will be
given in each K ntucky Con-
gressional district I eb. 5.
Revenue Commi loner J. E.
Luckett said und r Kentucky
no tax-commission r candidate's
name may be pl ed upon the
ballot until he ha been exam -
De-
partment Reve sue. Persons
ined ania,smalifie by the 
passing, e exam s are given
certificates of elig bility.
In addittion to ho ding the cer-
tificate. ii candida e must be at
least 24 years of a e at election
time and Must hay been a Ken-
tucky resident at 1 ast two years
and a resident of t e county and
district in which he is running
for at least a year, Luckett said.
He added that although law
requires the tests be given Si
each congressional district, an
applicant may take an exam at
the location most convenient to
him. Notices of exact time and
location will be posted in court-
houses.
The examinations, beginning
at 9:30 a.m., local time, will be
Conducted at Kenlake Hotel,
Kentucky Lake; Owensboro High
School; R.E.A. Building, Glas-
gow; high school, Eighth and
Columbia, Newport; Kentucky
Utilities Co. auditorium, Leiting-
ton; Morehead State College;
Hazard High School auditorium;
Somerset High School library
and Gardner Hall, University or
Louisville, Louisville.
Pete Thompson of Route 2 was
in town Saturday on businets.
- X —
NOT JUST SOME
BUT ALL GLASSES
FOR
$1450
Nothing Down
50c A
Week
ONE PRICE ONLY
• REGARDLESS OF FRAME CHOICE
• REGARDLESS OF PRESCRIPTION
• 14-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Single Viioii - Bifocals ;- Tinted Lenses .
NO EXTRAS OF ANY KIND
YOU JUST CAN'T PAY MORE
* 
Qo,pUontour.OZtt.
New Olentatip Brakes New Swept-Back
Sell.JoInt Suspension
Thoy show you why the new kind of Ford Is worth more
when you buy if, worth more when you s*H Iti
The secret of Ford's nationwide success is this:
it's a new kind of Ford ... new from the wheels
up .. more than a last year's model with a
feW "facelift" changes. In a Ford the chassis,
engine and body are individually engineered
into one spacious rock-solid unit.
If you're a careful car-buyer with whom
features count, count the new features of
the '57 Ford. Then drive it! There's only
one conclusion: the liveliest car in the low-
price field is the completely new
Ford. For the decisive facts
see your Ford Dealer.
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HE STILL NEEDS
YOUR HELP
7 X X—* X X —X —X 7 7 X 7 7 7 X
do,
6
Jcin the A1ARCH OF DIMES in January
X-7-7-7 7 7 7 7-7 7-7-7—X
JOIN THE
MARH OF DIMES
THE FIGHT IS STILL ON! DON'T FORGET YOUR HELP
IS NEEDED NOW JUST AS MUCH AS BEFORE
THIS AD IS SPONSORED BY THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS MEN:
Lampkins Buick Co.
Bank of Benton
Ervin Poe's Appliances
Palma, Ky.
Franklin Shell Ser. Station
Bank of Marshall County
Hal Perry
Benton Standard Station
Treas Lumber Co.
Kinney Motor Co.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Ins.
Martin Tractor & Implement Co.
West Kentucky Stave Mill
Charles A. Thompson, Mgr.
Marshall County Board of Education
• Phillips Petroleum Company
Forest Cole, Distributor
Sledd's Appliance Company
SAVE YOUR VOTE FOR
H. Edwards for Jailer
Birmingham Milling Company
William Heath, Prop.
Watkins & Haltom
Heavy Equipment Rentals
Dunn Shell Service
Draffenville Route 7
Rudolph Bros.
Standard Oil Products
Phillips Chevrolet Co.
O'Daniel's Grocery
Linn Funeral Home
Tanner IGA Super Market
Eighth and Main Streets
Joe Darnall, Standard Oil Agent
Crawford-Fergerson Company
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home
Downing Texaco Station
Eighth and Main Streets
Riley Motor Sales and Body Shop
J. A. Hill Plumbing and Heating Co.
Pete's Grocery, Route 6
Townsend Tin Shop
Hurley Real Estate Company
Benton Florist, LA7-4261
COURTSY OF
George Little
CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF
Collie's Maple Motel & Grocery
At Maple Springs
Harrison Vickers Post No. 144
Gilbertsville, Ky.
•WILDERNESS RADAR station in the Canadian
north is typical of the far-flung outposts which
are the "eyes" of the North American warning
net. At the other end of the "line," civil defense
volunteers would alert the public to danger
through sirens, loudspeakers and Coneirad radio,
so people could evacuate or take cover depending
on amount of warning time. (0 s Mr Force Photor
'County Soil Notes
By HERBERT ANDERSON
Atlas Armstrong, west ofScale, reports that he is gettinggood seed production from his
Japonica lesoedeza. Quail arefond of the seed. In the winter
rabbits like to peel the barkfrom the plants.
Rayburn Melton, Sharpe, isgetting about 300 Japonicaliants to reset his wildlife area.
Chester Edwards, Hardin, has
a good stand in his wildlife area.On most all farms there is an
odd area, a stream bank, or a
woodland border which can beimproved for wildlife. Plants of
all kinds can be obtained freefrom the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resourcesfor food and cover.Supervisors of the MarsivillCounty Soil Conservation Districtheld their first meeting of 1957
last week. All member were
present.The first order of business wasthe election of officers. HomerChester was elected chairman;Gus Hopkins, vice chairman; andG. W. Lofton secretary andtreasurer. J. M. Solomon andSam Gold are the other two
members of the board.
Visitors present were WayneWilliams, Kentucky Division 01Soil and Water Resources, andHerbert Anderson, Soil Conser-
vation Service.
Preparation of the 1956 annual
report was discussed. Several
copies of the report will be
mailed to district cooperators,Farm Bureau directors, FiscalCourt, and others.The meeting date and time for
February and March was set forthe second Monday afternoon at
1 o'clock.
attended the annual meet-
The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, .n1,44
ing of the Farm Bureau lastSaturday afternoon and present-
ed the report of the nominating
committee for the election o.
new directors. Other members ofthe committee were Woodrow
Hill and Will Henson.
RUTH CLASS MEETS AT
MRS. CASTLEBERRY'S HOME
Members of the Ruth Class o:
the Hamlet Baptist Church hell
a meeting recently at the home
of Mrs. Willie Castleberry. Ninrpersons were present.Miss Rita Ross gave the devo-tional.
Roetta Turner, Louie King and
Rita Ross were awarded prizes
after a number of games wereplayed.
C M. Reynolds of Kirksey wasin town Monday on business.
Clint Park of Route 1 was abusiness visitor in eBnton Mon-day.
Van Cone of Route 22 was intown Monday on business
CONGRATULATIONS
PENNSALT
F
CAL VERT CITY
WE INDEED ARE VERY HAPPY TO OF-
FER OUR SINCERE CONGRATULA-
TIONS TO THIS FINE COMPANY - -
WHOSE PROGRESS AND PIONEERING
HAS MEANT SO MUCH TO THE PEO-
PLE OF THIS COUNTY!
We are extremely proud to have been a
part of this progress by being namd con-
tractors for this new addition to Penn.
salt's growing facilities.
CONGRATULATIONS
MILLER
JOHNSON
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Benton Calvert City
CHOSSWOR1
ACROSS
1. Throw, as a
fish line
5. Exclamation
9. Man's name
10. Ghastly
in hue
12. Dispatch
boat
13. Wrath
14. Spread
grass
to dry
15. Perform
18. Greek
letter
27. Erbium
Isyrn.)
18. Receptacle20. Evening
sun god
ft. Fillets forthe hair
U. Organs of
hearing
24. Magicians
26. Touch
28. Native of
New
England
11. Half ems
52. A stiff hair
U. Measure
Chin. I
14.. Close to
215. Bounder
38. Concealed
31. Warning
signal
U. Shun
41. Exchange
of goods
42. Body of
water
41. Pitcher
with a lid
44. Bamboo-
like grass
DOWN
1.A large eave
2. Dry
5. Little sister
4. Also
5. Set6. Search for
7. Unit of work
4. Variety of
sausage
9. Fellows
11. Band
Dustrumenta
15. Examined,
85 Ore
18. Wind
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